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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY® PROGRAM
2018 ANNUAL OPERATIONS REPORT
Northern States Power Company, doing business as Xcel Energy, respectfully submits
the 2018 Annual Operations Report for the Solar*Rewards Community program in
compliance with the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Commission) April 7,
2014 Order Point 23. For ease of review, we provide a compliance matrix in
Attachment A to this report.
Our 2018 Annual Operations Report focuses on the ongoing operations of the
Company’s community solar garden program. Unlike our monthly compliance
documents filed in Docket No. E002/M-13-867, this report will discuss customer
impacts, program operations and annual compliance requirements. This report covers
the period from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018, and addresses the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solar*Rewards Community Overview;
2018 Program Achievements;
Customer Impacts;
Operational Details;
Modification Request; and
Other Compliance items ordered by the Commission.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In its fourth full year of operation, the Solar*Rewards Community® program reached
a major milestone by exceeding over 500 MW of connected solar generation, further
solidifying its place as the largest community solar program in the nation. The number
of garden subscriptions has grown by approximately 50 percent since last year, and
there are now over 14,000 subscriptions for this “buy-all sell-all” model between Xcel
Energy and various Garden Operators.
The Solar*Rewards Community program adds to our efforts to grow our renewable
portfolio. This effort includes other customer clean-energy options such as our
Solar*Rewards® on-site solar incentive program, the Renewable*Connect® program,
Windsource®, net-metered renewable interconnection options and our increasingly
clean system fuel mix. While projects in the Solar*Rewards Community program now
make up the largest amount of solar capacity on Xcel Energy’s Minnesota system, this
solar is also an expensive generation resource with the cost ranging from $110 to
$125 per megawatt-hour, as all gardens installed through year-end 2018 receive the
Applicable Retail Rate (ARR) bill credit and the supplemental REC incentive. In
comparison, utility-scale solar costs approximately $40 for the same amount of
energy. Bill credits paid to participating subscribers and for unsubscribed energy
equaled $94.5 million dollars for years 2015-2018. 1
On a monthly basis, bill credits comprise about 8 percent of the fuel clause, in 2018,
passed on to all Xcel Energy customers in 2018. While we remain concerned about
the increasingly cost impacts borne by all customers, we strive to help deliver the
program with excellence, as evidenced by our resounding success in bringing
community solar projects online, and supporting gardens and subscribers throughout
the process.
With a growing subscriber group, we sought to expand our resources to provide
subscriber support and Garden Operators subscriber management. We work with
customers to create understanding of the overall program and how subscriptions
work, explaining and validating subscriptions bill credits, answering questions and
referring to Garden Operators for particular gardens or responding to complaints and
This figure includes January 2019 as a representation of those Solar*Rewards Community projects
completed in December 2018.
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concerns regarding Garden Operators. Likewise, we have expanded personnel to help
Garden Operators maneuver through the program and help projects succeed
throughout ownership changes and complex development scenarios. We, alongside
the solar community, have worked hard and dedicated many resources to help the
program operationally succeed at its current groundbreaking levels.
Our 2018 focus was to move projects forward through the interconnection process,
increase the number of operational garden sites and continue to deliver the program
via transparent and consistent program operations and interconnection practices.
Since December 2014, when the program received 427 (1 MW) applications in
combination co-located up to 20 MW, the majority of the 5 MW projects allowed to
move forward have been put into service. In fact, the majority of community solar
garden applications are now in design and construction, aiming for completion within
their 24-month timeline.
The program continues to grow despite concerns that the 1 MW garden size limit and
transfer to the Value of Solar (VOS) as the basis for subscriber bill credits would slow
down the number of applications. In 2018, we received more than 200 program
applications and 102 additional garden sites were completed for an incremental 259
MW by 18 different Garden Operators. Xcel Energy and Garden Operators
collaborated to change program rules to move projects more efficiently through
acceptance testing late in the year, establishing successful and creative solutions to
past barriers and inefficiencies.
As the capacity of operational gardens has grown, we have extended more resources
to monitor and verify interconnection and system impacts from the operational
gardens. For example, a discovery regarding operational issues impacting other
customers from one particular project led to a review of all operational resources for
verification of additional engineering standards (open phase testing) not initially
included in our witness testing.
In 2018, for the first time we needed to disconnect operational gardens due to system
impacts. In two separate instances, customers experienced flickering lights and other
voltage quality issues caused by a nearby solar facility. These issues were resolved
quickly and the facilities reconnected. Other operational challenges include the
Company’s ongoing maintenance and operation of the system, which has caused
curtailment of completed gardens while work occurs.
3

Implementation of the new Minnesota’s Distribution Interconnection Process (MN
DIP) will modify the current interconnection process and impact the Solar*Rewards
Community program by bringing program interconnections into the same new
process used for all interconnections. We have begun to prepare for these new
process requirements that will go into effect in June 2019.
This report briefly discusses the Solar*Rewards Community program and provides
metrics for program performance. The majority of the report, however, will focus on
program operations and customer impact.
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SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Xcel Energy’s Minnesota Solar*Rewards Community program is the nation’s largest
community solar program. The program, based on Minn. Stat § 216 B.1641, provides
customers the opportunity to subscribe to a community solar garden in adjacent
communities without installing their own solar PV equipment. The Commission
approved the Solar*Rewards Community program on September 17, 2014 and the
program launched on December 12, 2014. 2
The Solar*Rewards Community program is implemented through the Company’s
Section 9 Tariff.3 The community solar garden (CSG) provisions in the Section 9
Tariff are program specific and supplement the Company’s general interconnection
rules and requirements for distributed generation, included in the Section 10 Tariff.
Attachment B includes a consolidated overall program and interconnection flow chart
with major steps and timelines.
Our Solar*Rewards Community program involves three active parties, the Company,
Garden Operators and Subscribers (retail electric customers of Xcel Energy). The
Company has an administrative role in the program: we work closely with Garden
Operators to facilitate solar garden applications through the program and to
interconnect solar gardens safely and reliably to our distribution system. The
Company does not market, manage, or execute subscription contracts.
Garden Operators build, own and operate a CSG, which generates electricity from a
photovoltaic solar system. All energy, capacity and Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)
associated with these gardens is provided through a “buy-all-sell-all” opportunity to
Xcel Energy. Garden Operators then sell or lease subscriptions to Xcel Energy’s
electric customers/subscribers, who then receive bill credits from Xcel Energy for
their proportion of the solar garden’s production. These subscribers receive the same
system energy as would any other retail customer of ours.

Docket No. E-002/M-13-867, ORDER APPROVING SOLAR-GARDEN PLAN WITH MODIFICATIONS,
September 17, 2014. In the remainder of this Annual Report, Orders in this docket will be referred to by
name and date only.
3 See Xcel Energy’s Electric Rate Book Section 9 Sheets 64-99.
2
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2018 PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT
At the end of 2018, the Solar*Rewards Community program had 505 MW of
connected solar generation, with 259 MW installed during the 2018 calendar year. The
program continues to grow with the addition of 205 applications received in 2018. In
this section, we provide more details about project status, completed projects and
program expenditures.
I.

PROGRAM PROGRESS

When the program opened, it received 427 applications in just less than two weeks.
Through a series of rule adjustments, program changes, and interconnection
challenges, the program now encompasses over 500 MW of interconnected
community solar.
For the first time in 2018, the capacity of projects in commercial operation exceeded
the capacity of the projects remaining in queue. As Figure 1 depicts, approximately 56
percent of active projects in 2018 were operational (505 MW), while 44 percent were
in queue (390 MW). In contrast, at the end of 2017, almost 70 percent of active
projects were in queue (548 MW).
Figure 1: Queue Analysis over Time
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Figure 2 shows the progress of community solar gardens participating in the
Solar*Rewards Community program for the past two years.
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Figure 2: Solar*Rewards Community Progress (in MWs)
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Earlier in 2018, we heard from developers and concerned stakeholders that we should
expect the Solar*Rewards Community program to receive significantly fewer
applications. This concern stemmed from the project size requirement of one
megawatt and the continued decline in the VOS bill credit customers receive under
the program. Despite these factors, the Company received 205 applications in 2018
compared to 62 in 2017, over a three-fold increase.

Number of Applications

Figure 3: Applications Submitted (2017 versus 2018)
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II.

PROGRAM STATUS

Table 1 below shows the number of active and completed projects at the end of 2018.
About 67 percent of the active sites are co-located (up to 5 MW) and about 33
percent of active sites are 1 MW or smaller. A total of 505 MW of projects were
completed by year end; this amounts to an incremental increase of 259 MW in 2018.
Table 1: 2018 Year-End Project Status
Project
Sites

MW
(AC)

Active Applications

320

390

Application Phase
Study Phase
Construction Phase
Commercial Operation (In-Service)

53
121
146
169

50
126
214
505

Additional information regarding program status and details can be found in our
monthly compliance reports filed in Docket No. E002/M-13-876.
III.

2018 COMPLETED PROJECTS

During 2018, 102 CSG sites were completed and connected to the Company’s
distribution network. We provide project detail for these sites, including county,
garden name and size in Attachment C.
A.

Project Details

The majority of the projects completed in 2018 began their application process in
2015, prior to or soon after the Commission’s Order limiting co-location, and were
completed at an average size of 2.5 MW. 4 These projects are operated by 19 different
Garden Operators and located in 29 different counties.
A significant amount of capacity has now been built in Chicago County, with 49 MW
of installed capacity, followed by Dakota, Stearns, Sherburne and Washington
4

ORDER ADOPTING PARTIAL SETTLEMENT AS MODIFIED, August 6, 2015.
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Counties.5 Attachment D includes a map of all operational gardens by MW per
county.
Our 2018 completed projects have an average of 80 subscribers and are generally
subscribed by residential customers. Fifty-five projects have less than 20 subscribers;
these are typically commercial-customer only projects. From a capacity (MW)
standpoint, the 2018 completed projects have an average of 89 percent allocated to
commercial subscribers, and 11 percent allocated to residential subscribers. Many of
the subscribers are located in Hennepin or Wright Counties.
Solar*Rewards Community projects can also receive incentives through our
Solar*Rewards program or the Made in Minnesota (MiM) program. No new projects
in 2018 participated in these options. We note that the MiM program was
discontinued by legislative action in 2017; therefore, no additional applications under
this program will be accepted.6
Gardens must meet several contractual obligations as a condition of participating in
the Solar*Rewards Community program. These obligations include being completed
within a 24-month timeline, executing various agreements and providing an annual
report to subscribers and the Company. We address these compliance items in more
detail below.
1. 24-month Timeline
Gardens must achieve Mechanical Completion within 24 months from becoming
Expedited Ready.7 We provide timelines for each project achieving commercial
operation in Attachment C. We note that the first day Expedited Ready became
available per our revised tariffs was January 5, 2016. All projects that had been
previously deemed complete and had not received study results received Expedited
Ready status on this date. Twenty-seven projects missed their Mechanical Completion

For more information regarding CSGs by county, please see our December Monthly Compliance Report
filed on January 11, 2019.
6 Minn.Stat. 216C.417.
7 The garden must achieve Mechanical Completion, which means that the garden is constructed and ready to
operate. However, final Xcel Energy acceptance testing and activation may take place later.
5
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dates in 2018. To address this situation, the Company created an amendment in 2017
to extend the Mechanical Completion date for a fee.
2. Agreements
Each Garden Operator is required to execute a tariffed Interconnection Agreement
and a tariffed Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community program for each of
the operator’s gardens. 8 Attachment E includes a table, which details the contracts
that have been executed for each garden, listing the Exhibits and any Standard
Contract Amendments signed.9 The Company and Garden Operators may negotiate
and file with the Commission a proposed amendment to the Solar*Rewards
Community Standard Contract, and if no objections are filed within 30 days, that
amendment may be executed. Attachment E also includes sample copies of the
Company’s amendments:
• Standard Contract Amendment allowing a single legal entity acting as the
Garden Operator on one or more gardens to combine reporting in a single
Annual Report with financial information that does not need to be audited;
• Standard Contract Amendment addressing insurance for co-located projects;
• Standard Contract Amendment establishing an aggregate insurance limit for
affiliated companies;
• Standard Contract Amendment allowing the ARR bill credit rate under certain
conditions for applications deemed complete by April 15, 2017;
• Standard Contract Amendment extending the 24-month deadline of
Mechanical Completion for a late fee;
• Standard Contract Amendment allowing financial reporting of a parent entity
whose affiliates are Garden Operators to have a single Annual Report, with a
parent guarantee of financial responsibility over any subsidiary Garden
Operators; and
Each Solar Garden Operator has signed two tariffed contracts for each active garden – a Section 10 tariffed
Interconnection Agreement, and a Section 9 tariffed Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community. These
contracts can be found on our website at www.xcelenergy.com and are not provided as part of this Report.
Please note that the specifics for Exhibits A, B, C, D and E to each Interconnection Agreement will vary with
the specific garden. Outside of this, seven different amendments to the tariffed Standard Contract for
Solar*Rewards Community are available for garden developers.
9 We are not providing copies of the executed contracts as part of this 2018 Annual Report. Doing so would
involve several thousand pages of documentation.
8
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• Standard Contract Amendment allowing a single meter to record both energy
delivered to the Garden Operator and energy produced by the solar garden,
instead of having two separate meters.
By the end of 2018, all Standard Contract Amendments listed above, with the
exception of the single meter and parent guarantee amendments, were executed and in
place for at least one operational garden. The last two amendments became available
in 2018; all other amendments have been available since 2016 or 2017.
IV.

PROGRAM FEES

The program has four types of fees designed to encourage the submission of viable
applications and to cover program administration. We discuss the application fee,
deposit, ongoing participation fee and metering fee below followed by a more in
depth discussion of the administrative costs for the program.
The application fee intends to cover the Company’s expenses of managing and
administering the Solar*Rewards Community program. The original fee of $1,200 per
application, which has remained unchanged, was created by estimating the annual cost
of administration and dividing that cost by the projected number of CSGs in a given
year. In 2018, the Company collected a total of about $224,400 in application fees.
A one-time refundable deposit of $100/kW per each garden application is required to
participate in the Solar*Rewards Community program.10 These deposits may be
transferred into an escrow account. The deposit intends to encourage high quality
solar gardens, offer good customer experience and ensure long-term viability of the
garden. In 2018, we received $11.4 million for new projects into our deposit accounts
and refunded $35 million, including any deposit that the Company was holding that
the Garden Operator moved to escrow. These deposits are refunded back to Garden
Operators upon commercial operation or when the application is cancelled.
Garden Operators pay an annual participation fee of $300 per garden beginning in the
February following the first full year of commercial operation. This fee is intended to
For more details, refer to the September 30, 2013 XCEL ENERGY’S PETITION FOR SOLAR COMMUNITY
GARDEN PROGRAM. Docket 13-867. Page 14.
10
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cover the cost of system licenses and maintenance of the online solar garden
application and subscriber management system as well as incremental staff to
administer the program. In February 2018, 280 garden applications were assessed this
annual participation fee per the terms of our Section 9 Tariff for $84,000 total
received.
The Company administers metering charges for single-phase projects at $5.50 per
month and for three-phase projects at $8.00 per month. These monthly metering fees
are specified in the Section 9 Tariff, Sheet 75 and are consistent with previously
approved metering charges for the A51 tariffed rate.11,12
V.

2018 PROGRAM EXPENDITURES – ADMINISTRATION AND APPLICATION
FEES

The Company spent an estimated $ 573,866 to administer the Solar*Rewards
Community program in 2018. Program administration includes, but is not limited to:
• Daily program management, such as processing applications, fielding Garden
Operator questions and preparing reports;
• Organizing and conducting workgroup meetings;
• Independent Engineering fees (disputes);
• Subscription management, addressing and educating customers, working with
Garden Operators;13 and
• Legal counsel used for dispute resolution, tariff development, and legal review
of documents.
Administration costs do not include engineering work defined in our Section 10 Tariff
to interconnect gardens to the Company’s distribution network. 14 The program has
been significantly more expensive to manage than was anticipated during the program
planning.15

See, Section 9 tariff, 22 Revised Sheet 3. Please note that future MN DIP procedures will adjust these rates.
The Company will be submitting a petition for changes to our metering fees based on MN DIP Change.
13 We also refer to this as “ongoing administrative costs”
14 Re-study costs are included in cases where the re-study is not based on Section 10 Tariff rules.
15 In our original September 30, 2013 filing (XCEL ENERGY’S PETITION FOR SOLAR COMMUNITY GARDEN
PROGRAM), we estimated annual administration costs to be about $86,000 based on 72 projected gardens.
11
12

13

In 2018, the Company collected a total of about $224,400 in application fees, but our
administrative costs continue to be higher than originally anticipated, due to the
nature of an uncapped program, iterative reviews, engineering disputes and a variety
of program administration requirements unanticipated during program design.
We collected $84,000 in annual participation fees in 2018. Annual fees of $300 per
garden, even when the program has higher revenue due to more online gardens in
future years, are not adequate to cover the cost of software licensing, software updates
and additional staff to address subscription concerns. As such, the Company
petitioned for an increase to the fee in our recent tariff filing submitted in December
2018. 16
Table 2 below provides further detail regarding fees and administration costs.
Table 2: Solar*Rewards Community Program Administration Costs and Fees
2014-2016

2017

2018

Total

Administration Fees Collected
Application Fee
Participation Fee

$
$

1,672,600
300

$
$

207,600
12,300

$
$

224,400
84,000

$ 2,104,600
$
96,600

Program Administration Costs

$

2,182,803

$

540,925

$

573,866

$ 3,297,594

Difference

$

(509,903)

$

(321,025)

$

(265,466)

$ (1,096,394)

(including ongoing administration of program)

Our petition to increase this fee was approved by the Commission at their March 28, 2019 Hearing. The
Company anticipates an Order shortly increasing this fee from $300 to $500.
16
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CUSTOMER IMPACT
The Solar*Rewards Community program has a unique impact to Xcel Energy
customers. The Company interconnects CSGs like other Distributed Generation
Resources (DERs) and administers the interconnection of these sites. Customer
contact is facilitated directly by Garden Operators, who contract with our customers
in exchange for a bill credit provided by the Company. Bill credits are paid for
through the Company’s fuel clause – impacting all customers of Xcel Energy.
CSGs have become one of the more expensive generating resources for the Company,
with the cost ranging from $110 to $125 per megawatt-hour. In comparison, utilityscale solar costs approximately $40 for the same amount of energy. Bill credits paid to
participating subscribers and for unsubscribed energy equaled $94.5 million dollars for
years 2015-2018. 17 On a monthly basis, bill credits comprise about 8 percent of the
fuel clause, in 2018, passed on to all Xcel Energy customers. This translates, on
average, to an additional $3 per month payment for the Company’s residential
customers.
The Company continues to receive complaints from subscribers against Garden
Operators and questions regarding how their bill is being credited for participation.
Many of these complaints have led to increased communications to our customers
regarding the program and how the bill credit is administered.
In this section, we describe the bill credit process, outline the 2018 bill credit
amounts, provide an overview of subscriptions and detail complaints received.
I.

Bill Credit Types

Subscribers receive a bill credit for participating in the Solar*Rewards Community
program. The bill credit schedule that attaches to a particular garden is determined
based on when a garden application is deemed complete. There are two active
subscriber bill credit formulas currently in use – the Applicable Retail Rate (ARR) or

This figure includes January 2019 as a representation of those Solar*Rewards Community projects
completed in December 2018.
17
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the Value of Solar (VOS), depending on when the solar garden application was
submitted and deemed complete.18
Gardens under the ARR may elect to sell to the Company the RECs associated with
the subscribed energy with a $0.02/kWh addition to the bill credit rate for gardens
over 250 kW. 19 The applicable ARR is the rate that is in effect at the time a solar
garden generates electricity; the amount of ARR varies annually by customer class.20
The ARR bill credit option is closed and unavailable to any applications submitted
after December 31, 2016.
The VOS includes avoided cost components, such as fuel costs, operations and
maintenance costs, generation capacity costs, transmission and distribution costs, and
environmental costs. The Company calculates the VOS based on a methodology
developed by the Minnesota Department of Commerce (Department) and approved
by the Commission. The VOS amount is determined up front for each year of the full
life of the garden (25 years), based on the year when the garden application was
deemed complete, called the VOS Vintage Year. As part of the VOS, RECs are
automatically assigned to the Company.
In 2018, the Commission enhanced the VOS with an additional adder for residential
customers. The adder includes a 1.5 cent per kWh addition to residential bill credits
under the 2019 and 2020 VOS Vintage Year Bill Credit Rates. The intent of this adder
is to increase the availability of CSG subscriptions to an underserved market
(residential customers have less allocated capacity to the Solar*Rewards Community
program than commercial customers). There were no projects in commercial
operation at the end of 2018 that were subject to the VOS.
At the end of 2018, all subscribers were receiving the ARR for their compensation
level and all ARR projects (outside those receiving Made in Minnesota benefits) have
elected to receive the REC credit. Project applications submitted in 2018 will receive
either the 2017 VOS Vintage Year Bill Credit Rate or the 2018 VOS Vintage Year Bill
18 Through the authorized CSG amendment, the ARR applies if a solar garden application is submitted on or
before December 31, 2016 and is deemed complete on or before April 15, 2017. The VOS rate applies to all
other applications submitted after December 31, 2016.
19 ORDER REJECTING XCEL’S SOLAR-GARDEN TARIFF FILING AND REQUIRING THE COMPANY TO FILE A
REVISED SOLAR-GARDEN PLAN, April 7, 2014.
20Xcel Energy, 2017 AAA Filing, Docket No. E999/AA-17-492, September 1, 2017.
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Credit Rate, depending upon the date they were deemed complete. Table 3 provides
further detail regarding the bill credit vintage of projects in the pipeline at the end of
2018.
Table 3: Active Project - Bill Credit Vintage

10

VOS
2017
4

VOS
2018
103

106

37

7

169

0

0

ARR
Study
Design and
Construction
Commercial Operation
II.

Fuel Clause Adjustment

Per the terms of the program, all energy, capacity and RECs associated with CSGs
belong to the Company and are considered expenses as part of the Company’s Fuel
Clause Adjustment (FCA) similar to other energy purchases made to serve customers.
Bill credits paid to solar garden subscribers are recorded into the accounts that are
used to determine the Minnesota fuel clause. This information is reported as part of
our Electric Automatic Annual Adjustment Report Petition filed in September of
every year – this filing details CSG program cost recovery through the FCA, while the
data provided below is a high-level view of total bill credits.21
Table 4 shows the total amount of bill credits paid. We note that bill credits begin to
accrue the first day of the first full month when the garden becomes commercially
operational. Therefore, for projects completed in December, bill credits are accrued in
January and provided to subscribers in February. The bill credit data below includes
projects completed through December and are for bill credits through January 2019. 22
In 2018, subscriber bill credits were $71.5 million dollars for a production value of
587,116,238 kWh AC. The amount of bill credits paid to subscribers will continue to
grow as a larger number of community gardens become operational.

21
22

Xcel Energy AAA Filing, E999/AA-18-373, August 31, 2018.
We note that there are three projects that were not included in this data set since they were delayed.
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Table 4: Solar*Rewards Community Bill Credits and Payments23

Year
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019 25
Total

# of
Garden
Sites
1
4
59
156
165
385

Total Production
(kWh Allocation
in AC)
7,323
392,097
151,149,943
587,116,238
37,507,471
776,173,072

Subscribed

Unsubscribed

Bill Credits

Payments 24

$
$
$
$
$
$

917
44,893
17,375,326
71,471,353
4,797,553
93,690,042

$
$
$
$
$
$

23
453,152
417,157
6,972
877,304

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$

917
44,916
17,828,478
71,888,510
4,804,525
94,567,346

The Garden Operator is credited for all unsubscribed energy at the avoided-cost rate;
these bill credits are listed separately.26 In 2018, $417,157 was paid under the ARR rate
for unsubscribed energy of about 17,500,000 kWh AC. Often projects are
interconnected with a minimum number of subscriptions and later catch-up with
entering additional subscriptions into the system in following months; this is especially
common for those projects with residential subscribers.
In addition to these metrics, the Company has received approximately $1.2 million
dollars in late fees for Mechanical Completion from 27 completed projects. These fees
are accounted directly towards the fuel clause to help offset the increased cost to our
customers of the bill credits and unsubscribed energy.
III.

Subscriptions

The CSG statute prescribes certain requirements for subscriptions including:
• Each CSG is required to have at least five subscribers;
• No single subscriber may have more than 40 percent interest in the garden; and
Table 4 has been updated for all years using 2018 data pulled on 2.21.19 from SalesForce.
Our SalesForce system currently does not account for partial month unsubscribed energy given to
Developers between receiving PTO and claiming credit for production in the first full production month. We
will update these numbers in our 2019 Annual Report.
25 2019 includes only January 2019 data to reflect production for projects receiving PTO in December 2018.
26 Unsubscribed energy is purchased at the avoided-cost rate if the garden is larger than 40 kW, and at the
average retail rate if the garden is smaller than 40kW.
23
24
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• A subscriber cannot subscribe to more than 120 percent of their average annual
consumption of electricity combined with all other distributed generation on
their premises.
Garden Operators upload subscriber information to the Company’s online application
system. Before a garden becomes operational, the Company verifies compliance with
the above requirements.
A.

Number of Subscriptions

There are approximately 12,300 total unique Xcel Energy retail customers subscribing
to an operational CSG. 27,28 Unique subscribers are 7 percent commercial and 93
percent residential. Out of the gardens completed during 2018, 57 percent have only
commercial subscribers and two gardens have only residential subscribers. Compared
to prior years, a larger number of gardens have both residential and commercial
subscribers.
a. Allocated Capacity
The majority of the capacity of the program is subscribed by commercial customers;
this trend has continued with the projects completed in 2018. Residential customers
subscribe to only 11 percent of the total garden capacity. Figure 4 shows the capacity
allocation to commercial and residential customers for projects completed in 2018.
Each column represents a single garden site, which on a co-located basis can be up to
5 MW AC (or slightly over 7 MW DC). The allocation of capacity is similar for the
program as a whole.

Data for this section is as of February 2019 as to include 2018 installed projects.
Unique customers in this context are counted by account group name. Commercial customers often have
multiple premises and accounts, and may subscribe to multiple gardens. The numbers here treat each account
of a legal entity as one unique customer. By premise or location, there are approximately 14,000
subscriptions.
27
28
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Figure 4: Capacity Allocation of 2018 Completed Projects (by Site ID) 29
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Commercial and residential customers make up the majority of program subscribers.
The small “other” category includes such customer classes as pumping and street
lighting, which are typically governmental accounts. Similarly, the amount of
unsubscribed capacity is small.
1.

Subscription Types

The typical commercial customer subscriber, as defined by the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC), is a government entity, school, manufacturing entity, or
agriculture-related entity. On the residential side, the majority of subscribers appear to
be from single-family homes. Figure 5 below shows the top SIC’s for those categories
that have at least 5 MW of subscribed capacity.

Figure 4 shows the capacity allocation for projects completed at the end of 2018. Three projects are missing
from this analysis.
29
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Figure 5: SIC Classifications for CSG Subscriptions

The number of unique commercial subscribers is affected by the ability to subscribe
to multiple gardens. Xcel Energy customers can subscribe to multiple gardens as long
as their allocation in each 1 MW garden does not exceed 40 percent of the garden’s
capacity and their subscription total does not exceed 120 percent of their total
aggregate annual energy use. In the case of co-located projects, the same customers
are subscribing to each of the 1 MW gardens within a co-located site (so they could
subscribe to the project up to five times). Therefore, it is possible that a 5 MW colocated garden has only five subscribers – each subscriber has an allocation in each of
the five gardens. Some commercial customers are participating in this way.
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OPERATIONAL DETAILS
As the Solar*Rewards Community program grows, we have begun to observe the
impact of the CSGs on the Company’s distribution system: how gardens operate and
impact other customers and how Garden Operators manage operational gardens and
subscriptions. This section discusses garden and subscriber management, program
challenges and successes and interconnection issues.
I.

GARDEN OPERATION – PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

A.

Annual Project Reporting

Garden Operators are required to provide public annual reports to their subscribers at
the end of the first full calendar year or fiscal year after a site becomes commercially
operational. In practice, we have determined that annual reports are due by March 31
of each year. Those projects that were completed in 2015, 2016 and 2017 should have
provided annual reports to their subscribers. We have recently discovered that some
Garden Operators did not provide the required reports for prior years; we are
working with these Garden Operators to make them aware that these reports need to
be completed.
The purpose of the public annual reports is to provide financial information regarding
the Garden Operators to assure that subscribers have some information on the
fiscally and operational condition of the gardens. The annual reports do not disclose
costs to build, develop or finance CSG projects, nor do they provide transparency
into profit margins or subscription revenues. The Company does not provide the
annual reports to any party unless requested to do so by our regulators.
B.

Subscriber Management

Beginning in 2018, the Company began to provide the Renewable Advisor
on www.xcelenergy.com to help customers make informed decisions regarding
renewable energy options. The advisor walks the customer through a series of
questions, such as their interest in rooftop solar, preferred contract length, and
preferred type of entity to work with. Answers to these questions lead customers to
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several options that fit their specific needs and requirements. We offer this tool as a
first step to customers interested in solar energy.
It has been a continuing challenge to communicate with our customers regarding their
Solar*Rewards Community program participation in particular, since the Company
has no insight or information on the specific terms of the CSG contracts between the
Garden Operator and our customers. To resolve some of these concerns, we have
taken action to communicate general parameters and options to those who are
interested in or are currently participating in the Solar*Rewards Community.
To help active subscribers, since April 2018, we have also sent a brochure to new
Solar*Rewards Community participants. This brochure explains our role in the
Solar*Rewards Community program, gives details about the bill credit, and explains
how to read the new bill.
C.

Program Challenges

Our program team spends a significant amount of time working with Garden
Operators to assist them with various aspects of the interconnection process as well
as subscriber management. We continue to experience challenges with these tasks, as
discussed below.
1. Lack of Communications
Our program team has continued to observe lacking or unclear communications
between Garden Operators and their crews regarding solar garden projects and their
interconnection, causing interconnection delays. For example, sometimes the Garden
Operator’s site crews have not been aware of requested changes for final witness
testing, which has resulted in re-scheduling the testing. Similarly, when solar gardens
have been sold to new parties, new project managers have not been up to speed on
the projects. The Company is not responsible for facilitating internal developer
communications or educating new project staff.
Our program team has also continued to observe unclear communications between
Garden Operators and subscribers. For example, we have received several calls
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throughout the year from customers asking when they will start receiving bill credits,
when the project may not have yet begun construction or the customer was unaware
that the Garden Operator had changed. We advise potential subscribers to closely
review the proposed contracts as the majority of CSGs have changed ownership.
The Company also has experienced lack of communications from the developers. For
example, bi-weekly phone meetings are a valuable tool for Garden Operators to stay
up-to-date on program requirements, to ask questions or clarifications and to follow
progress of active applications. However, it is not unusual that Garden Operators fail
to participate on regularly scheduled calls without prior notification.
2. Data Privacy
Through the Solar *Rewards Implementation Workgroup process, developers and the
Company tried to even-handedly balance the privacy interests of the developers with
the need for program transparency. The development of the policy on how to evenhandedly balance these interests is highlighted by the following filings in the
Community Solar Garden Docket:
• April 16, 2015 filing of Minutes of Workgroup meeting of March 4, 2015.30 At
this meeting, attended by a large number of developers, it was determined that
Garden Operators would be added to a listing by County that includes email
address once an interconnection agreement is signed.
• July 20, 2015 letter from Xcel Energy detailing request from the Star Tribune
for confidential information about the location of projects that have made
applications under the CSG program. 31 This letter noted that, consistent with
the above April 16, 2015, filing, we only provide by county groupings of
applicants under this program.

30 This filing is available at this link:
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method=showPoup&documentId={2AF63
D37-BDB4-4AFF-911E-8699ED2B1738}&documentTitle=20154-109347-01
31 This filing is available at this link:
https://www.edockets.state.mn.us/EFiling/edockets/searchDocuments.do?method=showPoup&documentId={5CB6
D5AE-7BD2-4FB7-923E-9A62B101051E}&documentTitle=20157-112564-01
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• May 12, 2017 filing of Minutes of Workgroup meeting of March 15, 2017. The
minutes note that the Section 9 tariff allows Xcel Energy to make certain site
details public once a garden site is operational, including the location, operator
name, nameplate capacity and generation data. The minutes reflect agreement
that this information would be available as part of the Xcel Energy
Solar*Rewards Community Annual Report. This information has been
included as Attachment C to the 2017 Annual Report filed in 2018, and as
Attachment B to the 2016 Annual Report filed in 2017. These annual reports
show locations only at the city level, not street address. The current report for
2018 includes this information in Attachment C.
We continue to receive requests for information from potential subscribers and city
officials regarding current and possible future solar garden projects. Since the
program is uncapped, there is concern by local officials and interested customers who
live in areas where gardens have been developed as to how many more projects will
apply for permits or how particular counties can prepare for permitting procedures.
Unfortunately, the Company cannot provide private information of developers
beyond the detailed notes above.
D.

S*RC Implementation Workgroup

In collaboration with the Minnesota Solar Energy Industries Association, we
established the S*RC Implementation Workgroup as ordered by the Commission,
which continues to meet and file its official meeting minutes in the CSG docket. We
regularly use the S*RC Implementation Workgroup meetings to clarify program
requirements and to communicate program updates. Similarly, these meetings have
been a beneficial venue for identifying Garden Operator concerns, expressing
different viewpoints and exploring workable solutions.
The Company modified the S*RC Implementation Workgroup format to include one
in-person meeting per quarter beginning in 2017. We also began to allow participation
via phone, which has been challenging since over half of the participants choose to
participate by phone in a passive capacity of listening rather than actively engaging in
discussions.
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1. Site Readiness
The Solar*Rewards Community program has had ongoing challenges when the
developers have rushed to schedule in-service dates and energization before year end.
For example in 2017, all projects scheduled for December energization were rescheduled for 2018 because the sites were not ready. To resolve this issue we began
conversations with developers regarding year-end completion in September of 2018.
We worked with the S*RC Implementation Workgroup and a sub-group of Garden
Operators, 32 and developed new operational rules that require demonstrated site
readiness for scheduling in-service dates and energization. The goal of the new rules
was to provide a better opportunity for projects that have fully demonstrated
readiness to be energized in 2018. Our operational rules require: (1) all Section 10
requirements (such as signed contracts and insurance and electrical sign-off) to be
complete and uploaded into our online application system ten days prior to
energization and (2) energization and acceptance testing can only be scheduled eight
weeks in advance. If a Garden Operator misses this deadline, its energization date will
be forfeited to other projects. As a result of this change, all but three projects were
site ready on their scheduled energization date.
In addition, we opened a temporary waitlist for projects to take the place of those
projects that missed their ten-day deadline. The temporary waitlist was administered
successfully and three additional projects from the waitlist were placed in service in
2018. 33 This is an example how the S*RC Implementation Workgroup has helped to
address and resolve a program-wide issue.
2. Outage Communication
Another success for the program and S*RC Implementation Workgroup is the
increased communication to developers about planned system outages. The
Company may have several reasons for disconnecting a garden for an outage,
including emergency outages or planned outage due to power quality, feeder
reconfiguration or hotline work. We first notified the S*RC Implementation
Workgroup about our hotline for planned system outages and work in March 2018.
We also learned that often times the Garden Operators did not have correct
32
33

Subgroup members included US Solar, LLC, MN SEIA, and Xcel Energy.
The waitlist ended on December 31, 2018.
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information for their emergency contact and that the Company therefore could not
notify the Garden Operators of planned outages and disconnections.
We created new practices by working in collaboration with the Workgroup, our
control center and call centers; ultimately making two significant program
adjustments: (1) requiring all Garden Operators to update their 24/7 emergency
contact; and (2) creating a communication protocol for planned outages. The new
communication protocol requires we contact the Garden Operator’s emergency
contact in advance of a planned outage and communicate the start date, estimated
length of outage and the reason for expected work.
II.

GARDEN OPERATION - INTERCONNECTION

With a substantial amount of completed projects, we are now beginning to see the
impact of these CSGs on the electrical grid. As a result, we have identified concerning
practices in developing gardens and unexpected operating actions, which have led to
re-testing and further monitoring of project sites.
A.

Voltage Fluctuation

The Commission’s November 1, 2016 Order required the Company to assess impacts
from voltage fluctuation and flicker on our system for two specific projects, Becker
and Glazier, and annually for the program as a whole. 34 The Glazier site voltage
fluctuation report was filed with the Commission in April 2017; the Becker site is
anticipated to be operational in spring of 2019 and we will submit the Becker
assessment after project completion.
The Company has not observed system-wide impacts or received customer
complaints regarding voltage fluctuation for any normally functioning solar gardens.
However, we have received customer complaints regarding voltage fluctuation for
solar gardens that were operating out of compliance with the Interconnection

ORDER RESOLVING INDEPENDENT-ENGINEER APPEALS AND ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES FOR
FUTURE DISPUTES, November 1, 2016.
34
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Agreement, Operating Agreement, and good DER operating practice.35 The severity
of impacts to customers from two malfunctioning solar gardens was serious enough
to warrant immediate disconnection (we discuss this in more depth under
“Disconnections”).
Since the inception of the Solar*Rewards Community program, industry technical
standards have continued to evolve. As discussed further below, the statewide
technical standards are currently undergoing a major revision in Phase II of the
Minnesota interconnection reform, based on an overhaul to the national
interconnection standards. The Company is actively participating in technical
standards revisions at both the statewide and national levels.
In contrast to the standards framework available when the Solar*Rewards Community
program was initially created in Minnesota, IEEE 1547-2018 now provides
Distributed Generation Resource (DER) voltage fluctuation requirements. The
Company completed a whitepaper outlining adoption with IEEE 1453-2015. 36 The
approach is aligned with medium voltage requirement of IEEE 1547-2018. The
Company continuously reviews and applies new standards as they become available. It
is worth noting that a draft application guide for IEEE 1547-2018, called IEEE
P1547.2, is currently being worked on and will provide additional guidance for
implementing the interconnection standard requirements.
The Company’s analysis of the two components associated with voltage fluctuation –
visible flicker and rapid voltage change – indicate that visible flicker is not an issue for
large scale solar PV plants due to passing cloud cover. Therefore, we do not have
specific engineering study criteria to analyze visible flicker. Rather, the Company’s
whitepaper determined that applying Rapid Voltage Change limits associated with
IEEE 1453-2015 are effective at preventing both categories of adverse voltage
fluctuation impacts. The publication of IEEE 1547-2018 largely turned recommended
practices from IEEE 1453-2015 into requirements, with a few clarifications. We view
35 In particular, these malfunctioning gardens were rapidly and automatically adjusting the operating power
factor. The Operating Agreements require a specific fixed power which was determined through engineering
study.
36 Applying IEEE 1453-2015 for Determining the Voltage Deviation Limits for Medium Voltage
Distribution Connected Photovoltaics for Step-Changes in Voltage and Ongoing Voltage Deviations Due to
the Passage of Clouds, March 2017.
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this industry development as supporting the whitepaper approach and current
engineering study methodology.
The ongoing revision to Minnesota statewide technical standards (Phase II) is
providing the opportunity to review all power quality aspects associated with DER
interconnection. The IEEE 1547-2018 standard includes the following power quality
topics:
• Limitation of DC injection;
• Limitation of voltage fluctuations induced by the DER;
• Limitation of current distortion; and
• Limitation of overcurrent contribution.
We look forward to continuing the discussions and development of statewide
technical interconnection standards in Phase II of the Minnesota interconnection
reform. Power quality and many other important technical interconnection and
interoperability topics are anticipated to be addressed through this formal proceeding.
B.

Disconnections

The Company must monitor whether the CSGs are operating as intended and within
the terms of their Interconnection Agreement and take action in situations where
safety, reliability and service quality can be impacted. In 2018, we issued two
disconnection notices for projects impacting other customers downstream of their
generation facility.37 Full disconnections are not common for the Solar*Rewards
Community program, however, in these two cases immediate action was required.
Other less severe situations, such as minor violations of interconnection agreement
capacity, can usually be addressed with the Garden Operator without disconnection.
Below, we describe in more detail the two projects that were disconnected in
October/November 2018.
•
Project 1: The first issue was discovered by several customers who saw
“flickering” lights. Another industrial customer observed high voltage leading to the
disconnection of the generation site. Upon disconnection, all service quality issues
were resolved. In this case, the breach of Interconnection Agreement was caused by
See disconnect notices in Docket No. E002/M-13-867 submitted by Xcel Energy on November 6 and
November 14, 2018.
37
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operating the CSG in a manner that is inconsistent with maintaining steady state
voltages shown in ANSI C84.1-2016 Range A. The Company reached out to the
Garden Operator and discovered the issue was a result of the inverter malfunctioning
– leading to further conversations with the manufacture as well. The Garden
Operator did provide evidence of specific settings changes in firmware revisions that
coincide with the increase in voltage fluctuations. They also provided a plan to slowly
bring their site back online, while also monitoring the output with additional high
resolution power quality meters to ensure that they did address the issue. The site was
brought back online on November 30, 2018.
•
Project 2: The second issue was discovered in a similar fashion through
customer complaints. In this case, per the Interconnection Agreement, the CSG was
supposed to be operating at a fixed 0.98 leading power factor (absorbing reactive
power). Following disconnection, the Garden Operator informed us that the
condition was caused by its SCADA automatically sending commands to change the
power factor. It was further determined that while this was the only site impacting
service quality to a level that customer contacted us, there were other sites owned by
the same operator being sent to the same SCADA algorithm. Working with the
Garden Operator we were able to determine how the situation occurred. The Garden
Operator then provided us a plan on how it was to be resolved. The project was
brought back online on November 15, 2018.
In both cases we monitored the site to verify compliance with the Interconnection
Agreement. To date, we have observed no further evidence that the CSGs are out of
compliance with the technical requirements that led to disconnection.
C.

Open-Phase Test

In another example of operational concerns, the Company observed evidence of
voltage levels originating from garden sites negatively impacting other retail customers
during a condition where a single phase was opened on a three phase line. A field test
revealed non-compliance with an applicable standard governing the operation of
DER. While required by IEEE 1547.1-200538, the Company did not routinely test for
anti-islanding as part of our witness testing procedure. The open phase test in IEEE
1547.1-2005 assures the DER ceases to energize the system as required in IEEE
1547-2003. The standard IEEE 1547.1-2005 classifies open phase testing as a ‘type
IEEE Standard Conformance Test Procedures for Equipment Interconnecting Distributed Resources with
Electric Power Systems, Section 5.9
38
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test’ which is to be performed by a Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory
(NRTL) as part of UL 1741 certification. Some functions that are type tested require
no further field verification. Other functions that are type tested use the information
from the NRTL to inform field tests since field conditions can impact the
functionality. While legacy standards did not clarify the distinction, IEEE 1547-2018
and draft revised standard IEEE P1547.1 provide an explicit framework for the
interplay between type tests and commissioning tests, which are witnessed by the
Company.
As a result of this observation, we submitted a letter to the Commission regarding an
addition to our witness testing procedures focused on single-phase anti-islanding.39
Open phase (sometimes referred to as single-phase anti-islanding) testing assures the
DERs disconnect all three phases during unforeseen system conditions where a single
phase is lost. 40 When DER’s are not completely isolated, high voltage from the DER
has been observed to be introduced onto the Company’s system causing notable
power quality issues, customer equipment damages and potential safety concerns.
Section 4.4 of IEEE 1547-2003, the standard which was in effect when these gardens
were installed, requires that facilities prevent energizing a portion of the Area Electric
Power System. To do this, every facility should include on-site testing as it prepares
for its utility acceptance testing as part of the anti-islanding testing requirements
described in the Section 10 tariff, 8.C.ii(1) and open phase tests described in IEEE
1547.1-2005 Section 5.9.
In early 2018, we began open phase testing for all projects going through our
interconnection process. We are pleased to note that all projects receiving permission
to operate between April and December 2018 passed their open phase testing.
For projects that were already operational as of April 2018, we required that each
garden submit an updated version of the garden’s acceptance testing procedures to
include steps for open phase testing. We began scheduling these tests in September of
2018. Of the 27 projects requiring additional open phase testing, only 12 projects
remain. A large number (38 percent) of sites did fail their initial test and required
modifications to either the system firmware/software, or hardware to be in
compliance with IEEE 1547 and 1547.1. Some sites struggled to pass on the re-tests
39
40

See Letter: Single-Phase Testing Procedure, Docket No. E002/M-13-867, May 25, 2018.
For example, if a line connector fails and the de-energized side of single phase line falls to the ground
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as well. The Company reserves the right to issue disconnect notices upon the second
failed test. These failed tests illustrate that Garden Operators have not necessarily
been ensuring compliance with IEEE 1547 and IEEE 1547.1 without further review
by the utility. In the event that we actually disconnect any garden on this issue we will
file a notice in this docket.
D.

Reform of Minnesota Interconnection Process and Technical Standards

The Commission established a Distributed Generation Work Group (DGWG) in
January 2017 to drive the process for updating the Minnesota interconnection
procedures (Phase I) and technical standards (Phase II).41 Commission staff released
its proposal for the new interconnection process and agreement in February 2018,
based on the DGWG’s work and parties’ input. The Commission in its August 13,
2018 Order adopted near-final versions of the Minnesota Distributed Energy
Resource Interconnection Process and Agreement (MN DIP) and (MN DIA).42 The
Commission staff filed the final drafts of MN DIP and MN DIA on November 30,
2018.
Implementation of MN DIP requires that the Company transfer all legacy programs
under one common interconnection process, which means that fundamental parts of
the Solar*Rewards Community program tariff must be restructured. Several
significant concepts or definitions in the program differ from the new Minnesota
interconnection process and interconnection agreement. The impacted areas include
application fees, Independent Engineer review process, queue position and timelines.
We convened a stakeholder workgroup on October 26, 2018 to review proposed tariff
changes for the implementation of MN DIP and also discussed tariff changes specific
to the Solar*Rewards Community program in the November 14, 2018 S*RC
Implementation Workgroup. The Company submitted its petition for tariff revisions
to implement the MN DIP and MN DIA on December 14, 2018, including significant
changes to Section 9 Solar* Rewards Community program tariffs. 43
See Docket No. E-999/CI-16-521, ORDER ESTABLISHING WORKGROUP AND PROCESS TO UPDATE AND
IMPROVE STATE INTERCONNECTION STANDARDS. January 24, 2017.
42 See Docket No. E-999/CI-16-521, ORDER ESTABLISHING UPDATED INTERCONNECTION PROCESS AND
STANDARD INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT, August 13, 2018.
43 See Docket No. E-002/M-18-714, In the Matter of the Petition of Northern States Power Company Tariff revisions to
Implement the Updated Process and Interconnection Agreement for Distributed Generation.
41
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The Commission approved many of these tariff provisions in their March 28, 2019
Hearing. The Company is awaiting a final order to update their tariff provisions in
preparation for the June 17, 2019 implementation of MN DIP.

ADDITIONAL COMPLIANCE ITEMS
The Commission requires the Company to provide information on customer
complaints and disputes between the Company and Garden Operators. We provide
details on these and other compliance items below.
I.

Customer Complaints and Inquiries

We continue to receive customer complaints, requests for clarification and general
inquiries from customers. As part of our administrative role in the program, we
investigate circumstances and work with parties and, where possible, resolve them as
they arise. Unresolved issues may be forwarded to the Office of the Attorney General
of the State of Minnesota (OAG).
Eight complaints or inquiries were recorded in 2018, however, our Customer Care
group also regularly receives questions from customers regarding subscriptions, bill
credits and overall program questions; the Company currently does not track these
calls. Table 5 below details these customer complaints and inquires as well as their
known resolution.
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Table 5: 2018 Customer Complaints and Known Resolution
Date

Type

Complaint

April

Customer
Inquiry

Subscriber notified developer that Xcel
Energy crews damaged land near their ditch
and driveway when setting up poles.

July

Customer
Inquiry

Customer emailed SRCMN inbox with
several questions regarding rates and charges
for the SRCMN program.

August

Customer
Inquiry

Customer emailed SRCMN inbox with
concerns regarding developer advertising
materials and documents when they were
not signed up for a CSG.

September

Customer
Inquiry

Customer emailed SRCMN inbox saying
they tried cancelling their SRC subscription
with a developer but never heard back from
them.

September

Customer
Inquiry

Customer called Xcel Energy’s Customer
Care line to ask about a document that the
developer requested from them.

November

OAG
Inquiry

November

Consumer
Advocate
Office MPUC
Complaint
Customer
Inquiry

OAG requested information from Xcel
Energy for further review of a customer
complaint regarding Solar*Rewards
Community and our Average Monthly
Payment program.
CAO requested information from Xcel
Energy for further review of a customer
complaint regarding Solar*Rewards
Community and our Average Monthly
Payment program.
Customer emailed SRCMN inbox regarding
concern that a developer signed them up for
a scam. They said that the developer took
down their account information, contact
information, and social security #. The
customer never heard back from the
developer.

November
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Resolution

Xcel Energy designer reached out to
developer to notify that once spring
restoration begins, the issue will be
on their list.
SRCMN program team and other
internal members of Xcel Energy
reached out to the customer to
answer their questions. The
customer then spoke in front of the
Senate Committee in July of 2018.
SRCMN program team responded
to customer with necessary
information about the program and
mentioned that Xcel Energy would
speak with the developer to have
this customer removed from any
marketing lists.
SRCMN program team reached out
to developer to ensure that the
customer’s subscription was
cancelled.
SRCMN program team reached out
to that developer to ask about the
document that was referenced.
SRCMN learned that it was a
miscommunication with the
developer’s salesperson and it was
resolved.
Xcel Energy responded with further
information for the customer and
the program rules regarding AMP;
which was explained on our website.
Company responded with specifics
regarding the customer concerns
and recommended cancelling their
AMP subscription in order to
receive their full credit owed.
SRCMN program team reached out
to developer to ensure that the
customer’s subscription was
cancelled.

One of the larger subscriber issues addressed in 2018 was confusion around
participating in our Average Monthly Payment (AMP) program and subscribing to a
CSG. AMP is a plan in which customers pay an agreed-upon fixed amount each
month, which helps them average their energy costs over a 12-month period. After
twelve months, Xcel Energy reviews each AMP customer status and settles any
differences between the amounts due based on actual consumption at the premise and
the AMP amounts that the customer paid over the period. This settlement appears on
AMP customers’ statements as “Averaged Monthly True Up Amt.” The AMP is
reviewed every three months with any adjustments showing up on the following
month’s statement. The Company uses the current rates for gas and electric service,
along with the forecasted consumption (based on consumption for the same period
last year) to forecast the new AMP amount.
Customers enrolled in the AMP program may choose to subscribe to a CSG.
However, in establishing the AMP Amount Due, the calculation does not consider
the impact of/financial credits from programs such as Solar*Rewards Community,
since the program has no effect on consumption. As detailed in our Subscriber
FAQ’s, customers who subscribe to a solar garden and elect to continue to participate
in AMP are billed the same as other AMP customers who are not enrolled in the
Solar*Rewards Community program.44
During the AMP period, Solar*Rewards Community bill credits (or any other credit
the customer may receive) are applied to the account, and accrue the same as the
AMP payments the customer makes every month – waiting for the annual true-up
process.
Under our Solar*Rewards Community tariff, all bill credits rollover each month and
get paid out once per year (at the end of March or April). 45 Therefore, participating in
AMP will delay the bill impact of the CSG subscription.
To help customers understand the combination of AMP and Solar*Rewards
Community participation, the Company has updated the information on the
Subscriber FAQ’s, notified Garden Operators of this impact and added additional
resources for developers to the program’s developer resource page. Furthermore in
This was also discussed at the May 10, 2017, Community Solar Garden workgroup, and this discussion is
reflected in the workgroup minutes (Attachment A, page 4 of 28) filed on June 15, 2017, in Docket No. 13867.
45 See Minnesota Electric Rate Book, Section 9 Tariff, 2nd Revised Sheet No. 65.
44
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2019, the Company is including additional information in the welcome packet
designed for subscribers and intends to send a notification to all customers.
II.

Interconnection & Co-Location Disputes

The Independent Engineer (IE) dispute resolution process, as described in Section 9
Tariff Sheet 68.11-13, applies to various interconnection issues, such as the
Company’s determination of application completeness, timeliness of application and
study processing, the cost and necessity of required distribution system upgrades, and
the necessity of any solar garden size curtailment. A dispute may be submitted via
email to the Department, which assigns an IE. Once a contract between the parties
and the IE has been signed, the Company must file a notice in Docket 13-867. The IE
issues a written report with recommendations that may be appealed to the
Commission.
One IE dispute was active during 2018. The appointed IE issued his Report regarding
SunShare’s Linden project in December 2018 and the Company appealed the Report
in its entirety to the Commission on January 3, 2019.46 This appeal is currently
pending. In addition, interconnection disputes for two other solar garden projects
were handled through the dispute resolution process defined in the Company’s
Section 10 Tariff, Sheet 85; both are in process of being resolved.
III.

Affiliate Interest – Docket AI-17-577

In the Commission’s June 12, 2018 Order in Docket No. E002/AI-17-577, the
Company was ordered to include as part of this annual report the associated MW
capacity for any project owned by an affiliate interest of the Company.
Nicollet Projects I, LLC, is a non-regulated affiliate of the Company. This affiliate
currently owns 18 MW of Solar*Rewards Community projects at 12 project sites. We
have further identified which projects are owned by Nicollet Projects I, LLC in
Attachments C and E. The business management for these gardens is not associated
with the Solar*Rewards Community program management team; from the program
See Docket No. E-002/M-19-29, In the Matter of an Appeal of an Independent Engineer Review Pertaining to the
SunShare Linden Project as Authorized in Docket No. E002/M-13-867 (Community Solar Gardens Program), January 3,
2019.
46
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and interconnection standpoint, they continue to be treated like all other community
solar gardens.
IV.

Motion to Modify Reporting Requirements

The Company intends to file a program modification to synchronize reporting
requirements between the Solar*Rewards Community program and the new MN DIP.
We propose to move towards annual reporting on program metrics and program
detail while maintaining monthly information on our program website.

CONCLUSION
The Company respectfully requests the Commission accept this 2018 Solar*Rewards
Community Annual Report. With over 500 MW’s of connected CSGs, the program is
a significant solar resource in the state of Minnesota.
We anticipate significant changes to the program tariff due to the Minnesota
Interconnection Process reform, and as a result expect a more streamlined
interconnection process for future CSG projects. As part of this process, the
Company is requesting a modification to our ongoing reporting requirements,
submitted concurrently in Docket No. E002/M-13-867.
The Company will continue to provide customers with a variety of renewable
programs and options, including Solar*Rewards Community, while expanding our
solar capacity in Minnesota. As the Solar*Rewards Community program continues to
grow, we look forward to informing the Commission on the program’s impacts and
progress.
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Docket No. E002/M-13-867
Solar*Rewards Community Annual Report
Attachment A: 1 of 2

Attachment A: Compliance Matrix
The Commission has specified items that must be addressed in the Solar*Rewards
Community Annual Report. This compliance matrix cross-references the required
information.
Annual Reporting Requirements
Commission
Order in Docket
No.
E002/M-13-867
April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23
April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23 (a)

April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23 (b)

Required Information
Xcel Energy shall file annual reports
beginning 18 months after the first solar
garden is operational. These reports will
include:
reporting on solar-garden program costs,
including an analysis of the deposit,
application, participation, and metering
fees and further justification for these fees
going forward;
reporting on the solar gardens, including
but not limited to size, location, and type
of subscriber groups

April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23 (c)

reporting on known complaints and the
resolution of these complaints

April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23 (d)

a copy of each contract signed with a
solar-garden operator, if not otherwise
required by this order

April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23 (e)
April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23 (f)

reporting on the bill credits earned and
paid
reporting on the application process

April 7, 2014 –
Order Point 23 (g)

lessons learned and any potential changes
to the program

Location of Required Content
The first annual report was submitted on
March 31, 2016. Further reports will follow
this process annually on or before April 1.
2018 Program Achievement, Section IV:
Program Fees and Section V: 2018 Program
Expenditures – Administration and
Application Fees.
2018 Program Achievement under various
subsections.
Customer Impact, Section III: Subscriptions.
Attachment C: 2018 Completed Projects.
Additional Compliance Items, Section I:
Customer Complaints and Inquiries and
Section II: Interconnection and Co-Location
Disputes.
2018 Program Achievement, Section III:
2018 Completed Projects under A: Project
Details, subsection 2, Agreements.
Attachment E: Signed Contracts and
Contract Examples.
Customer Impact, Section II: Fuel Clause
Adjustment.
Solar*Rewards Community Program
Overview. 2018 Program Achievement,
Section I: Program Progress and Section II:
Program Status.
Attachment B: Interconnection Process &
Summary.
Operatational Details, Section I: Garden
Operation – Program Management under C:
Program Challenges and D: S*RC
Implementation Workgroup.
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Commission
Order in Docket
Required Information
No.
E002/M-13-867
September 17,
Xcel Energy shall, in reporting on the
2014 –Order Point application process, include information
8
on what percentage of projects were
finished within the 24-month deadline for
project completion.
November 1, 2016 Xcel Energy shall file as a compliance
–Order Point 9
report, within three months of the
operational date of the Becker and
Glazier projects, an assessment of
impacts from voltage fluctuation and
flicker, if any, on its system, and shall do
so annually for the solar program as a
whole.
November 16,
Xcel Energy must report separately on
2018 – Order
value of solar garden project subscription
Point 5
metrics, in addition to the program-wide
metrics currently reported, as part of its
Community Solar garden monthly
updates and annual reports.
Commission
Order in Docket
Required Information
No. E002/AI-17577
June 12, 2018 –
Xcel Energy shall report the number of
Order Point 5
projects owned by an affiliated interest of
the Company, including the associated
megawatt capacity by project as part of
the S*RC Annual Report that it files in
Docket No. E002/M-13-867.

Location of Required Content
2018 Program Achievement, Section III:
2018 Completed Projects under A: Project
Details, subsection 1, 24-month Timeline.
Attachment C: 2018 Completed Projects.
Operational Details, Section II: Garden
Operation – Interconnection under A:
Voltage Fluctuation.

Customer Impact, Section I: Bill Credit
Types.

Location of Required Content
Additional Compliance Items, Section III:
Affiliate Interest – Docket AI-17-577.
Attachment C: 2018 Completed Projects.
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Interconnection Process & Timeline Summary
Application Review & Study Process ≈ ± 5 months
Application
(± 60 days)
•Developer creates application, provides
design drawings
•Developer pays fees within 30 days
•Xcel Energy comments or deems
complete within 30 days
•Xcel Energy provides Interconnection
Study Proposal (SOW) within 10
business days

Engineering Scoping Study
(30 business days ≤ 250 kW;
otherwise 40 calendar to
50 business days)

Expedited Ready
(Within 60 days of deemed complete)
•Developer provides:
•Appendix C
•Pays Study fee
•Verifies size and Co-Location
compliance
•Verifies grounding requirements are
sufficient
•Executes Study SOW

•Xcel Energy provides:
•Available capacity summary
•Interconnection Agreement (IA)
•Indicative Cost Estimate
•Developer pays construction fee &
signs IA within 30 days
•Xcel Energy reviews & signs IA within
15 business days

Design & Construction Process ≈ ± 7 months
Detailed Design
(± 16 weeks)
•Xcel Energy
•Transitions from engineering lead to
design lead
•Collaborates onsite and as needed
with developer
•Completes detailed design
•Orders long lead materials &
schedules resources
•Secures permits for XE project
•Provides detailed design cost estimate

Construction
Highly variably by project;
± 12 weeks
•Distribution Construction
•Substation Construction
•Final program requirements met,
including payment of 2nd construction
payment

Activation
•Energization & Acceptance Testing
•Permission to Operate Issued
•S*RC Contract signed
•Valid Subscribers begin receiving bill
credits
•Developer pays remaining construction
costs within 30 days of invoice (≈ 120
days post completion)

All timelines vary by project complexity, resources availability, weather, developer response, and other conditions
Developers will be kept apprised of design & construction schedule changes as they occur.
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Attachment C: 2018 Completed Projects
Legal Entity

Garden Name

(Filtered by site, may not include
individual application LLCs)

Parent Company

DG Minnesota CSG 1, LLC

1st Street Northeast Solar
Project

NextEra

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

330th Street West Solar
Project

NextEra

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
WGL Solar Anderson LLC

58th Ave Solar Project
Anderson Garden

NextEra
WGL Energy Systems

Antares CSG1, LLC

Antares

BHE Renewables

Acturus Community Solar
Garden LLC

Arcturus Community Solar
Gardens, LLC

Geronimo Energy

Argo Navis CSG1, LLC

Argo Navis CSG1, LLC

BHE Renewables

Auriga Community Solar
Garden, LLC

Auriga Community Solar
Garden, LLC

Geronimo Energy

WGL Solar Barone LLC
Lake Horseshoe 31 LLC

Barone
Bartlett

WGL Energy Systems
Cypress Creek

Betcher CSG LLC
DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
WGL Solar Bolduan LLC
CF Novel Solar Gardens Five
LLC
Carina CSG1, LLC

Betcher
Big Lake Solar Project
Bolduan

New Energy Equity
NextEra
WGL Energy Systems

Brase

Cypress Creek

Carina

BHE Renewables

Minnesota Solar CSG 8, LLC

Carver Gladden

Potentia Renewables

CEF Edina Community Solar

Cooperative Energy Futures

CEF Edina Community Solar,
LLC
CEF Shiloh Community Solar,
LLC
AEP Onsite Partners, LLC
WGL Solar Cornille, LLC

CEF Shiloh Community
Solar
Porter Way
Cornille

Cooperative Energy Futures
AEP Onsite Partners
WGL Energy Systems

Garden City

Garden
County

Rated AC
Power
Output
(MW)

Sartell

Benton

4.95

Northfield

Dakota

4.95

Clear Lake
Cokato

Sherburne
Wright

5
0.972

Tracy

Lyon

3

Kasota

Le Sueur

1

4/13/2018
12/20/2018

Scandia

Washington

3

Slayton

Murray

1

3/9/2017
1/5/2016
2/2/2017

10/25/2018
3/15/2018
9/19/2018

Winsted
Starbuck

McLeod
Pope

1
5

1/5/2016
3/9/2017
1/5/2016

6/29/2018
11/1/2018
3/5/2018

Goodhue
Big Lake
New Richland

Goodhue
Sherburne
Waseca

1
5
1

Waseca

Steele

3.4

1/5/2016
2/24/2016

1/29/2018
3/6/2018

Wabasha

4

Carver

3

1/23/2017

11/28/2018

Zumbrota Falls
Norwood
Young America
Edina

Hennepin

0.527

1/5/2016

6/6/2018

Minneapolis

Hennepin

0.18

1/5/2016
2/17/2017

1/16/2018
8/30/2018

Waconia
North Branch

Carver
Chisago

3
1

Expedited
Ready

Permission to
Operate

1/5/2016

8/14/2018

1/5/2016

1/23/2018

1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016

12/3/2018
8/14/2018
6/15/2018

4/17/2017

12/19/2018

1/5/2016
1/10/2017
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Legal Entity

Garden Name

(Filtered by site, may not include
individual application LLCs)

Expedited
Ready

Permission to
Operate

1/5/2016
1/5/2016

10/16/2018
10/29/2018

1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
3/16/2017
1/5/2016
1/5/2016

4/20/2018
3/25/2018
2/28/2018
9/28/2018
4/19/2018
4/12/2018

1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
4/18/2017
1/5/2016
2/7/2017

7/19/2018
8/9/2018
7/30/2018
9/28/2018
8/6/2018
5/16/2018

3/9/2017
2/2/2017

9/27/2018
6/20/2018

Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

2/8/2017

5/11/2018

WGL Energy Systems
Geronimo Energy
Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

2/8/2017

9/14/2018

1/5/2016
2/17/2017

1/31/2018
8/1/2018

Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

2/17/2017

9/28/2018

Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

2/5/2017

5/17/2018

1/5/2016

8/16/2018

1/5/2016

2/26/2018

Parent Company

Corvus CSG1, LLC

Corvus

BHE Renewables

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
Cottage Grove CSG 1, LLC
Delphinus CSG1, LLC
Dundas Solar Holdings, LLC
WGL Solar Eichtens II LLC
ETCAP NES CS MN 06 LLC

Cottage Grove 1
Cottage Grove PV
Delphinus
Dundas Solar Farm
Eichtens II CSG
Armstrong

NextEra
Ecoplexus
BHE Renewables
Nautilus Solar
WGL Energy Systems
Clearway Energy

ETCAP NES CS MN 02 LLC
Foreman's Hill CSG LLC
Fox CSG 1, LLC
WGL Solar Goodhue 1, LLC
Greenway Solar, LLC
Lake Calhoun 24, LLC

Nystuen
Foreman's Hill
Fox PV
Goodhue
Greenway-Impact
Gregor

Clearway Energy
Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*
Ecoplexus
WGL Energy Systems
Greenway Solar, LLC
Cypress Creek

Grimm CSG LLC
WGL Solar Guse LLC

Grimm
Guse

Heyer CSG LLC

Heyer

Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*
WGL Energy Systems
Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

Huneke I CSG LLC

Huneke I

WGL Solar Huneke II LLC
ETCAP NES CS MN 08 LLC

Huneke II
Johnson CSG

Johnson 1 CSG LLC

Johnson I

Johnson II CSG LLC

Johnson II

Krause CSG LLC

Krause

MSC Carver01, LLC /
Kreye01, LLC
Lake Waconia Solar LLC

MSC Carve-Kreye

MN Solar Connection

Lake Waconia Solar

AMP Solar

Mankato

Blue Earth

Rated AC
Power
Output
(MW)
5

Cottage Grove
Cottage Grove
Sauk Rapids
Northfield
Center City
Glenwood

Washington
Washington
Benton
Rice
Chisago
Pope

4.875
5
2
5
1
3

Kenyon
Red Wing
Taylors Falls
Kenyon
Minneapolis
Waterville

Goodhue
Goodhue
Chisago
Goodhue
Hennepin
Le Sueur

0.8
5
5
2
0.32
5

Buffalo Lake
Janesville

Renville
Waseca

1
1

Morristown

Rice

1

Zumbrota

Goodhue

1

Zumbrota
Edgerton

Goodhue
Pipestone

0.25
4.7

Lindstrom

Chisago

1

North Branch

Chisago

1

Renville

Renville

1

Mayer

Carver

4

Waconia

Carver

1.996

Garden City

Garden
County
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Legal Entity

(Filtered by site, may not include
individual application LLCs)

Garden Name

Parent Company

Prinsburg CSG I, LLC

Ledeboer I

New Energy Equity

Leo Community Solar, LLC

Leo Community Solar, LLC

Geronimo Energy

Libra Community Solar
Garden, LLC

Libra Community Solar
Garden, LLC

Geronimo Energy

Lindstrom CSG 1, LLC
Lyra CSG1, LLC
ETCAP NES CS MN 03 LLC
Lake Nokomis 40 LLC

Lindstrom CSG 1
Lyra
Marmas
McHattie

Geronimo Energy
BHE Renewables
Geronimo Energy
Cypress Creek

SunE Feely 1, LLC
SunE Stolee 1, LLC
Scandia CSG LLC 1
DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
MSC-Wash01, LLC
CF Novel Solar Gardens Seven
LLC
CF Novel Solar Gardens
Eleven LLC
CF Novel Solar Gardens Two
LLC
New Germany Solar I LLC

MN - Feely
MN - Stolee
MN CSG 4
Monticello Solar Project
MSC -Wash CSG

Ecoplexus
Ecoplexus
Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*
NextEra
MN Solar Connection

TJ Farms

Cypress Creek

NES - CF of Vetter Estates

Cypress Creek

NES-CF of MN Lake

Cypress Creek

New Germany Solar

AMP Solar

Novel-Oya Six LLP

Novel - Oya of Mapleton

Clearway Energy

Montevideo Solar LLC

Novel - Oya of Montevideo

Clearway Energy

Butterfield CSG LLC

Novel Energy Solutions

Novel Solar Eight LLC
WGL Solar Red Maple 1, LLC

Novel CSG of Schlomann
Novel CSG of
Osakis/Villard A
Novel CSG of Werner
Red Maple

Novel Energy Solutions
WGL Energy Systems

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
RJC I CSG LLC

River Road Solar Project
RJC I

NextEra
Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

Novel/Oya Two LLP

Clearway Energy

Expedited
Ready

Permission to
Operate

2/17/2017
12/30/2016

11/14/2018
12/20/2018

1/13/2017

11/16/2018

1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/13/2016
1/5/2016

4/30/2018
1/18/2018
4/30/2018
2/28/2018
7/27/2018

1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016

3/2/2018
7/16/2018
11/28/2018
9/4/2018
2/12/2018

1/5/2016

2/23/2018

1/5/2016

3/2/2018

1/5/2016
1/13/2016

3/14/2018
8/7/2018

1/5/2016

12/21/2018

3/8/2017
1/5/2016

7/2/2018
8/2/2018

5/3/2017
1/5/2016
1/5/2016

9/7/2018
6/29/2018
12/10/2018

2/17/2017

7/18/2018

Garden City

Garden
County

Prinsburg

Kandiyohi

Rated AC
Power
Output
(MW)
1

Hadley

Murray

1

Glenwood

Pope

1

Lindstrom
Waterville
St. Cloud
Cottage Grove

Chisago
Le Sueur
Sherburne
Washington

3
3
4
4

Farmington
Kenyon
Scandia
Monticello
Hastings

Dakota
Rice
Washington
Wright
Washington

5
3
2.5
5
5

Clear Lake

Sherburne

3.25

Kasota

Le Sueur

3

Faribault

1.84

Carver

0.998
3.54

Butterfield

Blue Earth
Yellow
Medicine
Watonwan

Osakis

Douglas

5

Cottage Grove
Cleveland

Washington
Le Sueur

0.75
3

Clear Lake
Owatonna

Sherburne
Steele

4.8
1

Minnesota
Lake
New Germany
Mapleton
Montevideo

5
0.25
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Legal Entity

Garden Name

(Filtered by site, may not include
individual application LLCs)

Parent Company

RJC II CSG LLC

RJC II

Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

Sagitta Community Solar
Garden, LLC

Sagitta Community Solar
Garden, LLC

Geronimo Energy

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
School Sisters CSG LLC
Oak Leaf Solar XI LLC
SoCore Sherburne 1 LLC
DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Scandia Trail North Solar
Project
School Sisters of Notre
Dame
Seneca
Sherburne
Sherburne North Solar
Project
South Street West Solar
Project

NextEra
Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*
Cypress Creek
AEP Onsite Partners
NextEra
NextEra

Expedited
Ready

Permission to
Operate

2/17/2017

6/5/2018

3/3/2017

12/18/2018

1/5/2016

1/10/2018

2/17/2017

5/30/2018

2/28/2017
1/5/2016
1/5/2016

9/17/2018
3/14/2018
7/13/2018

2/11/2016

3/28/2018

2/8/2016
2/17/2017
1/5/2016
8/10/2016
11/15/2016
1/5/2016

4/30/2018
11/14/2018
6/15/2018
11/28/2018
11/28/2018
8/27/2018
11/16/2018
12/17/2018
11/26/2018
11/27/2018
12/17/2018
10/30/2018
11/28/2018
12/7/2018
11/28/2018

SunE St. Cloud 1, LLC
Clara City CSG 1, LLC
Taurus CSG1, LLC
DG Minnesota CSG, LLC
DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

St. Cloud CSG
Stamer
Taurus CSG, LLC
Texas Avenue Solar Project 1
Texas Avenue Solar Project 2

Geronimo Energy
New Energy Equity
BHE Renewables
NextEra
NextEra

Lake Calhoun 43 LLC
USS Big Lake 1 LLC
USS Brockway Solar LLC
USS Dubhe Solar LLC

Theis
USS Big Lake 1 LLC
USS Brockway Solar LLC
USS Dubhe Solar LLC

Cypress Creek
US Solar
US Solar
US Solar

USS Good Solar LLC

USS Good Solar LLC

US Solar

4/14/2017
4/14/2017
4/14/2017
4/14/2017

USS JJ Solar LLC
USS Kasch Solar LLC
USS Nillie Corn Solar LLC
USS Norelius Solar LLC
USS Rockpoint Solar LLC

USS JJ Solar LLC
USS Kasch Solar LLC
USS Nillie Corn Solar LLC
USS Norelius Solar LLC
USS Rockpoint Solar LLC

US Solar
US Solar
US Solar
US Solar
US Solar

4/14/2017
4/14/2017
4/14/2017
4/14/2017
4/14/2017

Garden City

Garden
County

Rated AC
Power
Output
(MW)

Owatonna

Steele

1

Clara City

Chippewa

1

Scandia

Washington

5

Mankato

Blue Earth

1

Eagan
Clear Lake

Dakota
Sherburne

0.75
5

St. Cloud

Sherburne

5

Belle Plaine

Scott

4.95

St. Cloud
Clara City
Montevideo
Webster
Webster

Stearns
Chippewa
Chippewa
Scott
Scott

5
1
4
0.823
1

St. Michael
Big Lake
Sartell
North Branch

Wright
Sherburne
Stearns
Chisago

5
1
1
1

Stacy

Chisago

1

Sauk Rapids
Sauk Rapids
North Branch
North Branch
Stacy

Benton
Benton
Chisago
Chisago
Chisago

1
1
1
1
1
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Legal Entity

(Filtered by site, may not include
individual application LLCs)

Garden Name

Parent Company

USS Solar Dawn LLC

USS Solar Dawn LLC

US Solar

USS Solar Rapids LLC
USS Walrus Solar LLC
Veseli Solar I LLC
WasecaSun LLC

USS Solar Rapids LLC
USS Walrus Solar LLC
Veseli Solar I
WasecaSun CSG

US Solar
US Solar
AMP Solar
Geronimo Energy

Waterville Solar Holdings, LLC

Waterville Community Solar
Farm

Nautilus Solar

Webster CSG LLC

Webster CSG

Nicollet Projects 1, LLC*

WGL Solar Winegar LLC
Winegar CSG LLC
WGL Energy Systems
Minnesota Solar CSG 1, LLC
Wright Cuddyer
Potentia Renewables
Wyoming 2 CSG 1, LLC
Wyoming 2 PV
Ecoplexus
Zumbro Solar LLC
Zumbro Solar
AMP Solar
*These projects are owned by Nicollet Projects 1, LLC which is a non-regulated affiliate of Xcel Energy.

Expedited
Ready

Permission to
Operate

4/14/2017
4/14/2017

11/29/2018
12/17/2018

5/16/2017
1/5/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016

12/11/2018
2/14/2018
2/26/2018
2/28/2018

2/17/2017
3/9/2017

5/22/2018
10/25/2018

1/25/2016
1/5/2016
1/5/2016

10/17/2018
3/13/2018
4/26/2018

Garden City

Garden
County

North Branch

Chisago

Rated AC
Power
Output
(MW)
1

Sauk Rapids
Scandia
Webster
Waseca

Benton
Chisago
Rice
Waseca

1
0.5
0.998
5

Waterville

Le Sueur

5

Zumbrota

Goodhue

1

Waseca
St. Michael
Wyoming
Zumbrota

Waseca
Wright
Chisago
Goodhue

1
4
5
0.998
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Solar*Rewards Community MWs by County

Kittson

Roseau
Lake of the Woods

Marshall

Koochiching

Pennington

Beltrami

Red Lake
Polk

Cook

Norman

Lake

St. Louis

Clearwater

Itasca

Mahnomen
Cass

Hubbard
Becker

Clay

Aitkin

Wadena

Crow Wing

Otter Tail

Wilkin

Todd
Grant
Traverse
Big Stone

Morrison

Douglas

Stevens

Stearns

Kandiyohi
Chippewa

Hennepin

McLeod

Carver

Lincoln

Lyon

Redwood
Brown

Pipestone

Murray

Cottonwood

Rock

Nobles

Jackson

Watonwan

Martin

Nicollet

Le Sueur

Blue Earth

Sum of MW
0

10 - 19.999 MW

1 - 4.999 MW

30 - 39.999 MW

< 1 MW

5 - 9.999 MW

Dakota

20 - 29.999 MW
> 40 MW

Rice

Waseca

Faribault

Washington

Ramsey

Scott

Sibley

Chisago

Anoka

Wright

Meeker

Renville

Isanti

Sherburne

Swift

Yellow Medicine

Mille Lacs

Pine

Kanabec

Benton

Pope

Lac qui Parle

Carlton

Steele

Freeborn

Goodhue
Wabasha
Dodge

Mower

Olmsted

Winona

Fillmore

Houston
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Attachment E: Signed Contracts by Operational Gardens
Contracts
Legal Entity
(Filtered by site, may not include
individual application LLCs)

Garden Name

DG Minnesota CSG 1, LLC

1st Street Northeast Solar Project

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

330th Street West Solar Project

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

58th Ave Solar Project

WGL Solar Anderson LLC

Anderson Garden

Antares CSG1, LLC

Antares

Acturus Community Solar Garden LLC
Argo Navis CSG1, LLC

Arcturus Community Solar Gardens, LLC

Auriga Community Solar Garden, LLC
WGL Solar Barone LLC

Auriga Community Solar Garden, LLC

Lake Horseshoe 31 LLC

Bartlett

Betcher CSG LLC

Betcher

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Big Lake Solar Project

WGL Solar Bolduan LLC

Bolduan

CF Novel Solar Gardens Five LLC

Brase

Carina CSG1, LLC

Carina

Minnesota Solar CSG 8, LLC

Carver Gladden

CEF Edina Community Solar, LLC

CEF Edina Community Solar

CEF Shiloh Community Solar, LLC

CEF Shiloh Community Solar

AEP OnSite Partners, LLC

Porter Way

WGL Solar Cornille, LLC

Cornille

Argo Navis CSG1, LLC
Barone

Corvus CSG1, LLC

Corvus

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Cottage Grove 1

Cottage Grove CSG 1, LLC

Cottage Grove PV

Delphinus CSG1, LLC

Delphinus

Dundas Solar Holdings, LLC

Dundas Solar Farm

WGL Solar Eichtens II LLC

Eichtens II CSG

ETCAP NES CS MN 06 LLC

Armstrong

ETCAP NES CS MN 02 LLC

Nystuen

Foreman's Hill CSG LLC*

Foreman's Hill

Fox CSG 1, LLC

Fox PV

WGL Solar Goodhue 1, LLC

Goodhue

Greenway Solar, LLC

Greenway-Impact

Lake Calhoun 24, LLC

Gregor

Grimm CSG, LLC*

Grimm

WGL Solar Guse LLC

Guse

Heyer CSG, LLC*

Heyer

Huneke I CSG LLC*

Huneke I

WGL Solar Huneke II LLC

Huneke II

ETCAP NES CS MN 08 LLC

Johnson CSG

Johnson I CSG LLC*

Johnson I

Johnson II CSG LLC*

Johnson II

Krause CSG LLC*

Krause

MSC Carver01, LLC / Kreye01, LLC

MSC Carve-Kreye

Lake Waconia Solar LLC

Lake Waconia Solar

Prinsburg CSG I, LLC

Ledeboer I

Leo Community Solar, LLC

Leo Community Solar, LLC

Libra Community Solar Garden, LLC
Lindstrom CSG 1, LLC

Libra Community Solar Garden, LLC

Lyra CSG1, LLC

Lyra

ETCAP NES CS MN 03 LLC

Marmas

Lake Nokomis 40 LLC

McHattie

SunE Feely 1, LLC

MN - Feely

SunE Stolee 1, LLC

MN - Stolee

Scandia CSG LLC 1*

MN CSG 4

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Monticello Solar Project 1-5

MSC-Wash01, LLC

MSC -Wash CSG

CF Novel Solar Gardens Seven LLC

TJ Farms

CF Novel Solar Gardens Eleven LLC

NES - CF of Vetter Estates

CF Novel Solar Gardens Two LLC

NES-CF of MN Lake

New Germany Solar I LLC

New Germany Solar

Novel-OYA Six LLP

Novel - Oya of Mapleton

Montevideo Solar LLC

Novel - Oya of Montevideo

Butterfield CSG LLC

Novel CSG of Schlomann

Novel/Oya Two LLP

Novel CSG of Villard A/Osakis

Novel Solar Eight LLC

Novel CSG of Werner

WGL Solar Red Maple 1, LLC

Red Maple

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

River Road Solar Project

RJC I CSG LLC*

RJC I

RJC II CSG LLC*

RJC II

Sagitta Community Solar Garden, LLC

Sagitta Community Solar Garden, LLC

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Scandia Trail North Solar Project

School Sisters CSG LLC*

School Sisters of Notre Dame

Oak Leaf Solar XI LLC

Seneca

SoCore Sherburne 1 LLC

Sherburne

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Sherburne North Solar Project

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

South Street West Solar Project

SunE St. Cloud 1, LLC

St. Cloud CSG

Clara City CSG 1, LLC

Stamer

Taurus CSG1, LLC

Taurus CSG, LLC

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Texas Avenue Solar Project 1

DG Minnesota CSG, LLC

Texas Avenue Solar Project 2

Lake Calhoun 43 LLC

Theis

USS Big Lake 1 LLC

USS Big Lake 1 LLC

USS Brockway Solar LLC

USS Brockway Solar LLC

USS Dubhe Solar LLC

USS Dubhe Solar LLC

USS Good Solar LLC

USS Good Solar LLC

USS JJ Solar LLC

USS JJ Solar LLC

USS Kasch Solar LLC

USS Kasch Solar LLC

USS Nillie Corn Solar LLC

USS Nillie Corn Solar LLC

USS Norelius Solar LLC

USS Norelius Solar LLC

USS Rockpoint Solar LLC

USS Rockpoint Solar LLC

USS Solar Dawn LLC

USS Solar Dawn LLC

USS Solar Rapids LLC

USS Solar Rapids LLC

USS Walrus Solar LLC
Veseli Solar I LLC

USS Walrus Solar LLC

WasecaSun LLC

WasecaSun CSG

Waterville Solar Holdings, LLC

Waterville Community Solar Farm

Webster CSG LLC*

Webster CSG

WGL Solar Winegar LLC

Winegar CSG LLC

Minnesota Solar CSG 1, LLC

Wright Cuddyer

Wyoming 2 CSG 1, LLC

Wyoming 2 PV

Zumbro Solar LLC

Zumbro Solar

Lindstrom CSG 1

Veseli Solar I

*These projects are owned by Nicollet Projects 1, LLC which is a non-regulated affiliate of Xcel Energy.
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Amendment to Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community
(Addressing Requirements of Annual Report Submitted by Community Solar Garden Operator)
This amendment to that certain Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community ("Amendment Regarding Annual
Report") is entered into as of the last date set forth below, by and between
____________________________________________________________________________________
(“Community Solar Garden Operator”) and Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation ("Xcel
Energy").
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy have previously entered into that certain Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community for a solar photovoltaic electric generating facility with a nameplate capacity of
_____ kilowatts of alternating current (AC), on property located at ___________________________________
____________________________________________________ pertaining to SRC #: ___________________
(“Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community”).
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy desire to amend that Standard Contract for Solar*Reward
Community to replace certain provisions. Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy agree as follows:
1.

Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the
Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community.

2.

Replacement of Paragraph 6.F as found on Section 9, Sheet 77, of the Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community. Paragraph 6.F as found on Section 9, Sheet 77, of the Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community is hereby removed and replaced with the following:
F. Annual Report. Starting within 12 months of the Date of Commercial Operation, the
Community Solar Garden Operator shall issue (and provide to the Company and each
Subscriber) signed and notarized public annual reports containing at a minimum:
- The energy produced by the Community Solar Garden;
- Financial statements including a balance sheet, income statement, and sources and
uses of funds statement; and,
- Identification of the management and operatorship of the Community Solar Garden
Operator.
Where the Community Solar Garden Operator as a single legal entity has more than one
Community Solar Garden, it need not issue individual public reports per Community Solar
Garden but may instead combine this information into a single report; provided, however, the
combined report needs to identify each Community Solar Garden and energy produced for
each Community Solar Garden to which the report applies. The Community Solar Garden
Operator shall take care to preserve the privacy expectations of the Subscribers, such as not
publicly providing the Subscriber’s Account Information or Subscriber Energy Usage Data or
Bill Credits, unless there is explicit informed consent or otherwise provided for in this Contract.
Each Subscriber shall have an opportunity to submit comments to the Community Solar
Garden Operator with a copy to the Company on the accuracy and completeness of the annual
reports.

3.

No Other Amendments. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment Regarding Annual Report, no
other amendments, revisions or changes are made or have been made to the Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community other than those amendments which have been authorized by the Minnesota
Public Utilities Commission. All other terms and conditions of the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward
Community not subject to any other amendment shall remain in full force and effect, and the Parties hereby
ratify and confirm their rights and obligations under the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community, as
amended hereby.
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SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment Regarding Annual Report to the Standard
Contract for Solar*Reward Community to be executed by their duly authorized representatives. This Amendment
Regarding Annual Report is effective as of the last date set forth below. Each Party may sign using an electronic
signature. Electronic signatures shall have the same effect as original signatures. Copies of signatures to this
Amendment Regarding Annual Report shall be as valid as original signatures.

Community Solar Garden Operator

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation

By: ________________________________
By: ________________________________
Name: _____________________________
Name: _____________________________
Title: ______________________________
Title: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
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Amendment to Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community
(Addressing Parent Company Level Annual Reports)
This amendment to that certain Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community ("Amendment Addressing Parent
Company Level Annual Reports") is entered into as of the last date set forth below, by and between
____________________________________________________________________________________
(“Community Solar Garden Operator”) and Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation ("Xcel
Energy").
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy have previously entered into that certain Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community for a solar photovoltaic electric generating facility with a nameplate capacity of
___ kilowatts of alternating current (AC), on property located at _____________________________________
____________________________________________________ pertaining to SRC #: ___________________
(“Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community”).
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy desire to amend that Standard Contract for Solar*Reward
Community to replace certain provisions. Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy agree as follows:
1.

Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the
Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community.

2.

Replacement of Paragraph 6.F as found on Section 9, Sheet 77, of the Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community. Paragraph 6.F as found on Section 9, Sheet 77, of the Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community is hereby removed and replaced with the following:
F. Annual Report. Starting within 12 months of the Date of Commercial Operation, the
Community Solar Garden Operator shall issue (and provide to the Company and each
Subscriber) signed and notarized public annual reports containing at a minimum:
- The energy produced by the Community Solar Garden;
- Financial statements including a balance sheet, income statement, and sources and
uses of funds statement; and,
- Identification of the management and operatorship of the Community Solar Garden
Operator.
Where the Community Solar Garden Operator is a subsidiary of a larger corporate entity (Parent), and
where that Parent has multiple Community Solar Gardens in its down-line organization, it need not
issue individual public annual reports for each garden but may instead combine this information into a
single Annual Report containing the financial statements for the Parent entity; provided, however, the
combined report identifies each Community Solar Garden and energy produced for each garden to
which the report applies and includes a Parent guarantee that it has financial responsibility or obligation
to pay debts on behalf of the subsidiary companies. The Community Solar Garden Operator shall take
care to preserve the privacy expectations of the Subscribers, such as not publicly providing the
Subscriber’s Account Information or Subscriber Energy Usage Data or Bill Credits, unless there is
explicit informed consent or otherwise provided for in this Contract. Each Subscriber shall have an
opportunity to submit comments to the Community Solar Garden Operator with a copy to the Company
on the accuracy and completeness of the annual reports.

3.

No Other Amendments. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment Addressing Parent Company
Level Annual Reports, no other amendments, revisions or changes are made or have been made to the
Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community other than those amendments which have been authorized
by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. All other terms and conditions of the Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community not subject to any other amendment shall remain in full force and effect, and the
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Parties hereby ratify and confirm their rights and obligations under the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward
Community, as amended hereby.

SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment Addressing Parent Company Level
Annual Reports to the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community to be executed by their duly authorized
representatives. This Amendment Addressing Parent Company Level Annual Reports is effective as of the last date
set forth below. Each Party may sign using an electronic signature. Electronic signatures shall have the same effect
as original signatures. Copies of signatures to this Amendment Addressing Parent Company Level Annual Reports
shall be as valid as original signatures.

Community Solar Garden Operator

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation

By: ________________________________
By: ________________________________
Name: _____________________________
Name: _____________________________
Title: ______________________________
Title: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
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Amendment to Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community
(Addressing Insurance Requirements for a Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site
and Addressing Aggregate Limits)
This amendment to that certain Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community ("Amendment ") is entered into as of
the last date set forth below, by and between _________________________________________________________________________________ (“Community Solar Garden Operator”) and Northern States Power Company, a
Minnesota corporation ("Xcel Energy").
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy previously have entered into that certain Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community for a solar photovoltaic electric generating facility with a nameplate capacity of
___ kilowatts of alternating current (AC), on property located at _____________________________________
____________________________________________________ pertaining to SRC #: ___________________
(“Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community”). Also, for this same SRC#, the Community Solar Garden
Operator previously has entered into an Interconnection Agreement with Xcel Energy.
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy desire to amend that Standard Contract for Solar*Reward
Community to amend certain provisions. Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy agree as follows:
1.

Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the
Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community and in the Interconnection Agreement.

2.

Additional Terms Regarding Insurance. Paragraph 5 as found on Section 9, Sheet 75, of the Standard
Contract for Solar*Reward Community currently provides as follows:
5. Interconnection Requirements. The Community Solar Garden Operator must sign an
Interconnection Agreement under Section 10 of the Company’s rate book, and comply with all
of the terms and conditions of that Interconnection Agreement except as otherwise specified in
this Contract. The following additional interconnection terms also apply.
A. Term of Interconnection Agreement. While the Company’s tariff pertaining to its
Interconnection Agreement generally provides that the term of the Interconnection
Agreement may be up to twenty (20) years, where the tariffed Interconnection
Agreement is used in conjunction with this tariffed Contract, the term of the
Interconnection Agreement may end twenty five (25) years after the Date of
Commercial Operation.
B. To the extent to which the ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS set forth in
Section 9, Sheets 68 through 68.16 differ from the Section 10 tariff, these ADDITIONAL
TERMS AND CONDITIONS shall control.
Through the present Amendment, the following provision is added to Paragraph 5 referenced above:
C. When the Community Solar Garden is Co-Located with one or more other Community
Solar Gardens at the same Community Solar Garden Site, then all Co-Located
Community Solar Gardens at the same Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site to
which this Paragraph C applies may collectively share the same insurance
requirements as set forth in Section 10, Sheets 122-123 in the applicable
Interconnection Agreements based on the aggregate total of the Gross Nameplate
Ratings of the Generation Systems, provided that this provision allowing sharing of the
insurance requirements only applies during the time period that the Community Solar
Garden Operator (also known as the Interconnection Customer under the
Interconnection Agreement) is either:
1. the same legal entity for all of the Co-Located Community Solar Garden Sites, or
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2. a corporate affiliate of all of the other Community Solar Garden Operators
(Interconnection Customers) for all of the Co-Located Community Solar Garden
Sites.
Each such Community Solar Garden Operator and each such Interconnection
Customer are jointly and severally liable for obtaining such insurance. Any failure to
have or maintain such insurance to the full extent required shall be considered to be
non-compliance with each Interconnection Agreement.
D. Where insurance is obtained for the Community Solar Garden to comply with the
insurance requirements as set forth in Section 10, Sheets 122-123, and such insurance
through the same insurance policies also provides the required insurance for other
Community Solar Garden Sites in the Minnesota Solar*Rewards Community program,
such insurance (including the primary policy and any applicable excess policy) together
need not have aggregate limits of liability any greater than $35,000,000 (thirty-five
million dollars), provided that this provision allowing for this aggregate cap in the
required insurance only applies to the Community Solar Garden Sites for each SRC
number that has this signed Amendment and only applies during the time period that
the Community Solar Garden Operator (also known as the Interconnection Customer
under the Interconnection Agreement) is either:
1. the same legal entity for all such Community Solar Garden Sites, or
2. a corporate affiliate of all such Community Solar Garden Operators
(Interconnection Customers) for all such Community Solar Garden Sites, and
provides clear documentation of affiliation.
This $35,000,000 aggregate limit amount may be evaluated as a program requirement
by the Company in January 2022 and every five (5) years thereafter to ensure
adequate aggregate coverage over the 25-year term of the contract. If in the
Company’s determination, based on its review in January 2022 or every five years
thereafter, that the aggregate limit amount is no longer sufficient, it may issue a notice
to the Community Solar Garden Operator that this Amendment is to be canceled.
However, this notice of cancellation shall only become effective if there is another
MPUC authorized amendment providing for a different aggregate limit amount. The
Company shall file this new proposed amendment with the MPUC prior to
implementing the cancellation, and parties will have a 30-day period following this filing
of the proposed amendment to file an objection. If an objection is timely filed the
Company may issue its notice of cancellation, but it would not become effective until if
and when the Commission issues an order authorizing the new amendment. If no
objection is filed within the 30 days of the filing of the proposed amendment, then
notice of cancellation would become effective when received by the Community Solar
Garden Operator, and the Solar Garden Operator would need to sign the new
amendment and adhere to its terms.

3.

No Other Amendments. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment, no other amendments,
revisions or changes are made or have been made to the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community
other than those amendments which have been authorized by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. All
other terms and conditions of the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community not subject to any other
amendment shall remain in full force and effect, and the Parties hereby ratify and confirm their rights and
obligations under the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community, as amended hereby.
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SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment to the Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community to be executed by their duly authorized representatives. This Amendment is effective as of
the last date set forth below. Each Party may sign using an electronic signature. Electronic signatures shall have the
same effect as original signatures. Copies of signatures to this Amendment shall be as valid as original signatures.

Community Solar Garden Operator

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation

By: ________________________________
By: ________________________________
Name: _____________________________
Name: _____________________________
Title: ______________________________
Title: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
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Amendment to Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community
(Addressing Insurance Requirements for a Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site)
This amendment to that certain Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community ("Amendment Regarding Insurance
on a Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site") is entered into as of the last date set forth below, by and between
_________________________________________________________________________________ (“Community
Solar Garden Operator”) and Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation ("Xcel Energy").
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy previously have entered into that certain Standard Contract for
Solar*Reward Community for a solar photovoltaic electric generating facility with a nameplate capacity of
___ kilowatts of alternating current (AC), on property located at _____________________________________
____________________________________________________ pertaining to SRC #: ___________________
(“Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community”). Also, for this same SRC#, the Community Solar Garden
Operator previously has entered into an Interconnection Agreement with Xcel Energy.
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy desire to amend that Standard Contract for Solar*Reward
Community to amend certain provisions. Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy agree as follows:
1.

Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the
Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community and in the Interconnection Agreement.

2.

Additional Terms Regarding Insurance. Paragraph 5 as found on Section 9, Sheet 75, of the Standard
Contract for Solar*Reward Community currently provides as follows:
5. Interconnection Requirements. The Community Solar Garden Operator must sign an
Interconnection Agreement under Section 10 of the Company’s rate book, and comply with all
of the terms and conditions of that Interconnection Agreement except as otherwise specified in
this Contract. The following additional interconnection terms also apply.
A. Term of Interconnection Agreement. While the Company’s tariff pertaining to its
Interconnection Agreement generally provides that the term of the Interconnection
Agreement may be up to twenty (20) years, where the tariffed Interconnection
Agreement is used in conjunction with this tariffed Contract, the term of the
Interconnection Agreement may end twenty five (25) years after the Date of
Commercial Operation.
B. To the extent to which the ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS set forth in
Section 9, Sheets 68 through 68.16 differ from the Section 10 tariff, these ADDITIONAL
TERMS AND CONDITIONS shall control.
Through the present Amendment Regarding Insurance on a Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site, the
following provision is added to Paragraph 5 referenced above:
C. When the Community Solar Garden is Co-Located with one or more other Community
Solar Gardens at the same Community Solar Garden Site, then all Co-Located
Community Solar Gardens at the same Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site to
which this Paragraph C applies may collectively share the same insurance
requirements as set forth in Section 10, Sheets 122-123 in the applicable
Interconnection Agreements based on the aggregate total of the Gross Nameplate
Ratings of the Generation Systems, provided that this provision allowing sharing of the
insurance requirements only applies during the time period that the Community Solar
Garden Operator (also known as the Interconnection Customer under the
Interconnection Agreement) is either:
1. the same legal entity for all of the Co-Located Community Solar Garden Sites, or
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2. a corporate affiliate of all of the other Community Solar Garden Operators
(Interconnection Customers) for all of the Co-Located Community Solar Garden
Sites.
Each such Community Solar Garden Operator and each such Interconnection
Customer are jointly and severally liable for obtaining such insurance. Any failure to
have or maintain such insurance to the full extent required shall be considered to be
non-compliance with each Interconnection Agreement.
3.

No Other Amendments. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment Regarding Insurance on a CoLocated Community Solar Garden Site, no other amendments, revisions or changes are made or have been
made to the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community other than those amendments which have
been authorized by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. All other terms and conditions of the
Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community not subject to any other amendment shall remain in full
force and effect, and the Parties hereby ratify and confirm their rights and obligations under the Standard
Contract for Solar*Reward Community, as amended hereby.

SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment Regarding Insurance on a Co-Located
Community Solar Garden Site to the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community to be executed by their duly
authorized representatives. This Amendment Regarding Insurance on a Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site is
effective as of the last date set forth below. Each Party may sign using an electronic signature. Electronic signatures
shall have the same effect as original signatures. Copies of signatures to this Amendment Regarding Insurance on a
Co-Located Community Solar Garden Site shall be as valid as original signatures.

Community Solar Garden Operator

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation

By: ________________________________
By: ________________________________
Name: _____________________________
Name: _____________________________
Title: ______________________________
Title: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
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Amendment to Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community
(Regarding Application of the Appropriate Bill Credit Rate)
This amendment to the Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community Regarding Application of the Appropriate
Bill Credit Rate (“Amendment") is entered into as of the last date set forth below, by and between
_________________________________________________________________________________ (“Community
Solar Garden Operator”) and Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation ("Xcel Energy"), and is
applicable to Solar*Rewards Application Number (SRC#): __________________, for a solar photovoltaic electric
generating facility with a nameplate capacity of _____ kilowatts of alternating current (AC), on property located at
_______________________________________________________________________________________.
This Amendment may be signed prior to being deemed complete by April 15, 2017, by the Parties and before
execution of the Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community applicable to the SRC # identified above. This
Amendment must be signed by the Community Solar Garden Operator and uploaded to the Solar*Rewards
Community online application system by the Community Solar Garden Operator no later than submitting the last of
the engineering review fee and other required materials for engineering application review prior to the application
being deemed complete. The goal of this timing requirement is so that Xcel Energy will have sufficient time to register
this Amendment within its system so that when the application associated with the SRC# is deemed complete the
system will be able to generate a reservation letter which will correctly reflect the Bill Credit Rate as determined by
this Amendment. When and if a Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community is executed by the Parties for the
SRC#, this Amendment shall be attached to that contract.
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy agree as follows:
1.

Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the
Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community.

2.

Background on which Bill Credit Rate to apply.
a. Sheet 69 of the Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community provides, in part, that the
Standard Bill Credit is based on the applicable retail rate (ARR) Bill Credit Rate. It also provides that the
“Enhanced” Bill Credit is the sum of the Standard Bill Credit and the REC price.
b. The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission’s September 6, 2016, order in Docket No. E002/M13-867, provides that the Commission will require that the value-of-solar (VOS) Bill Credit Rate apply only to
applications filed after December 31, 2016. This order also provides that the VOS rate that is in place at the
time a solar-garden application is deemed complete will be the subscriber Bill Credit Rate for the term of the
garden. Prior to entering into this Amendment, the Parties have disagreed on how to implement this
Commission order and when to apply the VOS Bill Credit Rate compared to when to apply the ARR Bill
Credit Rate.

3.

Application of the Appropriate Bill Credit Rate.
Through the present Amendment the Parties agree as follows:
a. The ARR (either via the Standard Bill Credit or Enhanced Bill Credit) will be applied to the
application associated with the above SRC# if, on or before December 31, 2016, the Community Solar
Garden Operator has entered enough information into the CSG Application System for this SRC # to be
assigned;
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b. Consistent with the Xcel Energy tariff Section 9, Sheet 68.16, the Application Fee and Deposit
for the application associated with the above SRC # must be paid within 30 calendar days of the date the
SRC # is assigned, or else the application will be cancelled automatically without further notice;
c. To continue as an active project, the application associated with the SRC # above must
thereafter receive a notice of Initial Application Completeness (i.e., be “deemed complete”) on or before April
15, 2017, or else the application will be cancelled automatically without further notice. Xcel Energy will not
unreasonably withhold or delay the provision of said notice of Initial Application Completeness. However,
Xcel Energy by tariff has up to 30 days to determine its completeness.
4.

No precedent. Xcel Energy reserves the right to assert its position, outside the context of the present
Amendment, that any application deemed complete on or after January 1, 2017, would need to have the
VOS Bill Credit Rate applied if the September 6, 2016 Commission order is in effect following Commission
action on the Xcel Energy Petition for Reconsideration of the September 6, 2016 order. Nothing in this
document impairs the ability of Xcel Energy to modify or adjust its position on any issue outside of the
context of this Amendment. Xcel Energy may not, however, take any action that would unsettle the agreedupon Bill Credit Rate for the Solar*Rewards Community application subject to this Amendment.

5.

No Other Amendments. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment, no other amendments,
revisions or changes are made or have been made to the Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community
other than those amendments which have been authorized by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. All
other terms and conditions of the Standard Contract for Solar*Reward Community not subject to any other
amendment shall remain in full force and effect, and the Parties hereby ratify and confirm their rights and
obligations under the Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community, as amended hereby.

SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be executed by their duly authorized
representatives. This Amendment is effective as of the last date set forth below. Each Party may sign using an
electronic signature. Electronic signatures shall have the same effect as original signatures. Copies of signatures to
this Amendment shall be as valid as original signatures.

Community Solar Garden Operator

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation

By: ________________________________
By: ________________________________
Name: _____________________________
Name: _____________________________
Title: ______________________________
Title: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
Date: ______________________________
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Amendment to Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community
(Regarding “Late Fee” for Achieving Mechanical Completion
After 24 Months from Being Expedited Ready)
This amendment to the Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community Regarding “Late Fee” for Achieving
Mechanical Completion After 24 Months from Being Expedited Ready (“Amendment") is entered into as of the last
date set forth below, by and between ___________________________________________________ (“Community
Solar Garden Operator”) and Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation ("Xcel Energy"), and is
applicable to Solar*Rewards Application Number (SRC#): __________________, for a solar photovoltaic electric
generating facility with a Nameplate Capacity of _____ kilowatts of alternating current (AC), on property located at
_______________________________________________________________________________________.
Background:
The Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community (S*RC Contract) referenced above, at Section 9, Sheets 76 –
76.1, states in pertinent part as follows:
6.D. Project Completion
If Mechanical Completion is not achieved within this twenty-four (24) month period (including any
day-for-day extension referenced above), then the Company will return the Deposit and the
Community Solar Garden Operator, if it still intends to proceed with the project, will need to reapply
and submit a new application fee and deposit.
The Parties desire to provide an alternative to forcing the Community Solar Garden Operator, if it still intends to
proceed with the project, to submit a new application in the event that Mechanical Completion is not achieved within
this 24 month period (including allowed day-for-day extensions). This alternative allows additional time for the
application to proceed to completion. This Amendment is only applicable where the Community Solar Garden has
achieved Substantial Progress (as defined below). The present Amendment is added to the S*RC Contract if such
contract has already been executed, or will be attached to the S*RC Contract upon execution of such contract. Under
this Amendment, a per day “late fee” based on the size of the Nameplate Capacity of the Generation System is
assessed, payable to Xcel Energy based on the number of days in excess of the 24 month period to achieve
Mechanical Completion. All such payments received by Xcel Energy will be credited 100% to the Minnesota Fuel
Clause Adjustment. If Mechanical Completion is not achieved within an additional six (6) months from the date
otherwise required for Mechanical Completion, then the application will be canceled.
Agreement:
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy agree as follows:
1.

Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the
S*RC Contract.

2.

Amendment to S*RC Contract.
a. The following paragraph from Sheet 76.1 is entirely removed:
If Mechanical Completion is not achieved within this twenty-four (24) month period
(including any day-for-day extension referenced above), then the Company will return the
Deposit and the Community Solar Garden Operator, if it still intends to proceed with the
project, will need to reapply and submit a new application fee and deposit.
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b. The following provisions are inserted on Sheet 76.1 in place of the above removed paragraph:
The term “Substantial Progress” means that on or before the last day of the 24-month
period (including day-for-day extensions), the Community Solar Garden Operator has
achieved all of the following:
1. Installed one-hundred percent (100%) of the PV foundation (including pier, helical
screw, ballasts, or similar) to enable mounting of the Nameplate Capacity as
collectively set forth in Interconnection Agreement(s) for the Community Solar
Garden Site.
2. Built, or otherwise has in place, a permanent drivable (road) surface on the parcel
or parcels of land associated with the Community Solar Garden so that Xcel
Energy on a 24 hour a day, seven days a week, basis can access its equipment,
including but not limited to lines, poles, transformers, billing meters, underground
facilities and other facilities, but excluding production meters. The drivable road
surface needs to be reasonably sufficient to support the use of a 10 ton truck.
3. Built, or otherwise has in place, a permanent fence surrounding the entirety of the
solar garden location.
If Substantial Progress has been achieved, but Mechanical Completion is not achieved,
within this twenty-four (24) month period (including any day-for-day extension referenced
above), then the Community Solar Garden Operator shall pay a “late fee” to Xcel Energy
of $200/day/MW Nameplate Capacity of the Generation System. For example, if a
Generation System has a Nameplate Capacity of 100 kW, and it achieves Mechanical
Completion 30 days late, the “late fee” would be $600.
The “late fee” amount shall be paid to Xcel Energy before the Date of Commercial
Operation. However, in the event that Xcel Energy fails to collect in full such amount by
this date, such unpaid amount may be included as part of the actual costs of
interconnection under the Interconnection Agreement (Section 10, Sheet 117, par.
V.2.b.iii). All such “late fee” payments received by Xcel Energy will be credited 100% to
the Minnesota Fuel Clause Adjustment to help offset the costs of this program to the Xcel
Energy ratepayers.
A prerequisite to showing that Substantial Progress has been achieved in a timely manner
is that before the end of the twenty-four (24) month period (including any day-for-day
extension referenced above) the Community Solar Garden Operator must submit a signed
letter to Xcel Energy attesting to the fact that Substantial Progress as defined in this
Amendment has been made, and attach photographs to that letter demonstrating this.
If Mechanical Completion is not achieved within six (6) months from the originally required
24-month Mechanical Completion date, then the application for the SRC# under the
Solar*Rewards Community Program will be canceled and the corresponding
Interconnection Agreement will be terminated by Xcel Energy without further notice. The
Community Solar Garden Operator, if it still intends to proceed with the project, must
submit a new application for the Solar*Rewards Community Program (including a new
interconnection application), and will need to pay any applicable deposit and fees and will
be subject to the then-existing rules on co-location, bill credit rate, interconnection, and
other program requirements.
If Substantial Progress has not been achieved, then the Company will return the Deposit
and the Community Solar Garden Operator, if it still intends to proceed with the project,
will need to reapply and submit a new application fee and deposit.
3.

No Other Amendments. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment, no other amendments,
revisions or changes are made or have been made to the S*RC Contract other than those amendments
which have been authorized by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. All other terms and conditions of
the S*RC Contract not subject to any other amendment shall remain in full force and effect, and the Parties
hereby ratify and confirm their rights and obligations under the S*RC Contract, as amended hereby.
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SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be executed by their duly authorized
representatives. This Amendment is effective as of the last date set forth below. Each Party may sign using an
electronic signature. Electronic signatures shall have the same effect as original signatures. Copies of signatures to
this Amendment shall be as valid as original signatures.

Community Solar Garden Operator

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation

By: ________________________________

By: ________________________________

Name: _____________________________

Name: _____________________________

Title: ______________________________

Title: ______________________________

Date: ______________________________

Date: ______________________________
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Amendment to Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community
(Regarding Use of Single Meter)
This amendment to the Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community Regarding Use of Single Meter
(“Amendment") is entered into as of the last date set forth below, by and between __________________
___________________________________________________ (“Community Solar Garden Operator”) and Northern
States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation ("Xcel Energy"), and is applicable to Solar*Rewards Application
Number (SRC#): __________________, for a solar photovoltaic electric generating facility with a Nameplate
Capacity of _____ kilowatts of alternating current (AC), on property located at
_______________________________________________________________________________________.
Background:
The Standard Contract for Solar*Rewards Community (S*RC Contract) referenced above, at Section 9, Sheet 75,
par. 3.B., states as follows:
3. Metering Charges and Requirements
…
B. Two (2) Company-owned meters are required to be installed at each service location associated
with each Community Solar Garden generation source subject to this Contract. One meter is
located at the main service and will record energy delivered to the Community Solar Garden
Operator from the Company. The second meter (the “Production Meter”) will record energy
generated by the PV System only. For the sake of clarity, the amount of energy used as House
Power consists of that shown on the meter located at the main service plus electricity recorded as
reverse flowing through the Production Meter. The Company shall install, or cause to be installed,
own, operate and maintain the Production Meter to measure the AC production of the PV System,
at the Community Solar Garden Operator’s expense and including the cost of the Production Meter
itself. Community Solar Garden Operator will provide all meter housing and socket replacement
and rewiring to install both meters. Community Solar Garden Operator shall be charged monthly
the metering charge for the main service meter. The metering charge assumes common use of all
Company facilities up to the metering point, for both receipt and delivery of energy. Any additional
facilities required by Company to accommodate the PV System will require Community Solar
Garden Operator to pay an interconnection charge in advance.
The Parties believe that appropriate metering of retail load and production can be accomplished with a single meter
instead of requiring two separate meters. Having a single meter could reduce the cost to the Community Solar
Garden Operator. This optional Amendment will be available to any Community Solar Garden Operator. However, if
metering has already been installed or ordered prior to the signing of this Amendment, the Community Solar Garden
Operator is responsible for the costs in changing what has been installed or ordered if they choose to switch to a
single-meter configuration.
Agreement:
Community Solar Garden Operator and Xcel Energy agree as follows:
1.

Capitalized Terms. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the
S*RC Contract.

2.

Amendment to S*RC Contract.
a. The following paragraph from Sheet 75 is entirely removed:
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Two (2) Company-owned meters are required to be installed at each service location
associated with each Community Solar Garden generation source subject to this Contract.
One meter is located at the main service and will record energy delivered to the
Community Solar Garden Operator from the Company. The second meter (the
“Production Meter”) will record energy generated by the PV System only. For the sake of
clarity, the amount of energy used as House Power consists of that shown on the meter
located at the main service plus electricity recorded as reverse flowing through the
Production Meter. The Company shall install, or cause to be installed, own, operate and
maintain the Production Meter to measure the AC production of the PV System, at the
Community Solar Garden Operator’s expense and including the cost of the Production
Meter itself. Community Solar Garden Operator will provide all meter housing and socket
replacement and rewiring to install both meters. Community Solar Garden Operator shall
be charged monthly the metering charge for the main service meter. The metering charge
assumes common use of all Company facilities up to the metering point, for both receipt
and delivery of energy. Any additional facilities required by Company to accommodate the
PV System will require Community Solar Garden Operator to pay an interconnection
charge in advance.
b. The following provisions are inserted on Sheet 75 in place of the above removed paragraph:
A Company-owned meter is required to be installed at each service location associated
with each Community Solar Garden generation source subject to this Contract. The meter
is located at the main service and will record energy delivered to the Community Solar
Garden Operator from the Company, and also will record energy produced by the
Community Solar Garden and delivered to the Company. Community Solar Garden
Operator will provide all meter housing and socket replacement and rewiring to install the
meter. Community Solar Garden Operator shall be charged monthly the metering charge
for the main service meter.
3.

No Other Amendments. Except as specifically provided in this Amendment, no other amendments,
revisions or changes are made or have been made to the S*RC Contract other than those amendments
which have been authorized by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. All other terms and conditions of
the S*RC Contract not subject to any other amendment shall remain in full force and effect, and the Parties
hereby ratify and confirm their rights and obligations under the S*RC Contract, as amended hereby.

SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be executed by their duly authorized
representatives. This Amendment is effective as of the last date set forth below. Each Party may sign using an
electronic signature. Electronic signatures shall have the same effect as original signatures. Copies of signatures to
this Amendment shall be as valid as original signatures.
Community Solar Garden Operator

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation

By: ________________________________

By: ________________________________

Name: _____________________________

Name: _____________________________

Title: ______________________________

Title: ______________________________

Date: ______________________________

Date: ______________________________

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Lynette Sweet, hereby certify that I have this day served copies of the foregoing
document on the attached list of persons.
xx

by depositing a true and correct copy thereof, properly enveloped
with postage paid in the United States mail at Minneapolis,
Minnesota; or

xx

by electronic filing.
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Dated this 1st day of April.

/s/
_______________________________
Lynette Sweet
Regulatory Administrator
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